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Average Attendance:
Comparison between Year 2016 and 2017
Avg. Attendance/No.

Avg. Attendance/No.

2016

2017

87
225

90
238

Mandarin Worship

61

67

English Worship

124

108

Youth Worship

68

63

Children Worship

9

9

4
6
4
56
18
40
43
30
11
16
11
6
71
9
4
17
6
3
613
120
146
400 (Estimate)
35
(Agape)25, (Grace)40
(Sonshine)68, (Enoch)48
35
40
10
28
24
11
663,667.95
93,626.05
93,405.00
6
1
1
1
7

6
6
6
55
25
35
34
32
12
13
9
5
68
25
1
32
1
18
630
150
155
400 (Estimate)
40
(Agape)24, (Grace)87
(Sonshine)126, (Enoch)68
36
40
20
27
22
8
806,095.67
157,320.25
39,109.00
6
1
1
0
7

Meetings / Ministries

Cantonese Worship

Pre-school Worship
Nursery

Adults Sunday School

(8:15am)
(11:15am)

(9:30am)
(11:15am)
(Cantonese)
(Mandarin)
(English)

Youth Sunday School
Children Sunday School (SKB)
Pre-school Sunday School (JKB)
(Cantonese)
(Mandarin)
(English)
Profession of Faith (Ch40 /Youth 3 /English 2 /Mandarin 11/Cantonese 12)
Baptism (Teens 7/ English 2/ Mandarin 7 / Cantonese 9)
Baby Dedication
New Members (Teens 7 / English 4 / Mandarin 7 / Cantonese 14)
Reactivated Members / Members reach the age of 16
Members Lost / Members under the age of 16
Active Members
Adherents
Newcomers
Small Groups
Macedonia Fellowship
Family Fellowships
Praise & Prayer Meeting

Evergreen (Senior) Fellowship
Jumping F.R.O.G.
WWJD (Jr. High) Fellowship
Xara (Sr. High) Fellowship
Kaleo Fellowship
Isaiah (Young Career) Fellowship
General Offerings
Mission Offerings
Education Building
Pastors
Administrative Officer: Mrs. Heidi Chu
Administrative Secretary: Mrs. Grace To
Intern Student
Elders
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Senior Pastor
Rev. Franklin Pyles
We give to our Lord Jesus, Lord of the Church, great praise for His many kindnesses to us and
for showing Himself to us in great ways through the year 2017. The many reports that are
included highlight so many areas for praise and it is not necessary to repeat them again but
simply to note the people who have turned to Christ and been baptized, some of them older in
years, some of them younger, all of them have expressed their faith with passion and sincerity.
We were able to hold one of our baptism services outdoors in the Credit River and there were
people who were not from our church who stayed and watched. We also had several events in
our church to invite people to, a spectacular Chinese New Year celebration, Alpha, Christmas
Eve in Cantonese, to mention a few. I am so grateful for all the people who worked so hard on
every event.
As you will note in the Report of the Treasurer we were able this year to pay off the mortgage on
the education wing. This has enabled us to increase our giving to critical missional efforts, the
Alliance Global Advance, our District church planting initiatives and CCACA. Our
denominational leaders have thanked us for this but we know that our increased giving is to the
Lord and for His kingdom.
Administration saw the elder’s creation of all-congregation work groups come into its full
functionality, with our Missions, Outreach, Community Service, AV, IT and Property
Management work groups making strategic plans and implementing many projects. You will
have a report from each of these groups but allow me to say that the work of each group has been
highly significant and when you consider their work as a whole, you realize that in each of these
areas of concern, our church took strong steps forward during the year.
Besides increasing our giving to missions, our church has and will continue to strengthen our
involvement in worldwide missions. We have a Seamless Link Agreement with Intern Ricky
Sanchez, which means that we are part of his financial support team and that we are actively
praying for him during his two years. As well, we have had significant dialogue with other
International Workers and we hope that, besides our Peru mission, we will soon become
involved in significant mission trips. For many this was highlighted by attendance and the Joint
Missions Conference at Mohawk College in August, a time of teaching and challenge in
missions.
As a church we are dedicating ourselves once again to being Zealous in Missions. We also want
to fulfill our mission to become more and more Seeker Friendly, which means that people who
are outside the family of faith, of whatever language or ethnicity, will find us to be a friendly
people who point them to the Savior.
In this line we became involved this year in a project to sponsor a family of refugees. They had
2
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fled their home country of Syria and were located in a camp in Jordan. We feel blessed by the
Lord ourselves to be able to be ambassadors for Christ to this family in helping them to settle
into an apartment, learn basic skills of life in Canada, and begin to learn English. Please keep the
refugee task force in your prayers.
Finally, our whole staff wishes to express to you our appreciation for your labor in the Lord and
for your continual expression of your love for the Lord in your love for us. So many times you
stop us in the hallway and ask how we are, sometimes you pray with us and always you are
supportive of our ministry. We sense your love and we hope that in Christ you also sense our
love for you.
Blessings to you all!
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Chairman of the Board of Elders
Rev. Franklin Pyles

Your elders are thankful to the Lord for his continual blessings through the year 2017. Elsewhere
in this report you will find a list of those baptized and accepted into membership but it is worth
noting here that 25 were baptized and 36 were accepted into membership.
Our elders have been involved this year in a learning program in order to improve our skills on
an interpersonal and spiritual level. We were blessed by outside presenters Greg Langman from
the District Office who ran us through the Grip-Birkman assessment instrument, then Suresh
Gunaratnam who led us in a seminar on “The Speed of Trust”. Our District Superintendent
Stephen Harbridge led us in a day of strategic planning.
In the autumn we took a field trip to Scarborough Chinese Alliance Church to meet with their
pastors and some elders. There we discussed their experience with women as elders because they
were the first Chinese Alliance church to have women as elders. Having said that, it should be
added that they gave us a very positive report on their experience.
Also, Pastor Franklin has been leading the elders through instruction in the Four-Fold Gospel as
well and this encouraged us to begin the practice of praying for the sick in our services from time
to time.
Your elders also praise God for the generosity of the congregation. As you will note in the
Treasurer’s report we were able to pay off the mortgage on the educational wing and with
renewed confidence in your heart for outreach we have decided to increase our giving to
Alliance Missions (Global Advance), CCD District church planting efforts and vision, and to
CCACA. We trust that all the members will feel great joy in this giving.
Even though Pastor Pauline’s ordination occurred on the first Sunday of 2018 we feel that we
should say here how happy we are that she achieved this milestone and that we know that God
will continue to bless her in a great and powerful way in the coming year.
In order to keep the congregation aware of on-going developments in our church your elders
have, from time to time, invited leaders at all levels to gather. An update on church activities and
also on issues being considered have been presented. Included in such updates were items such
as those mentioned in the above paragraphs. As well, items such as the approach of New Life
Gospel Temple to rent from us for their worship service and the issue of women as elders are
examples of matters presented to the leaders in these meetings. We so appreciate everyone who
has taken time to join us and to give us their feedback.
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Nominating Committee
Rev. Franklin Pyles
Other Members: Eddie Chui, Dennis Chan, Andy M.K. Leung and Francis Wong
Your Nominating Committee is composed of two members appointed by the elders and two
elected by the congregation, plus the Senior Pastor who chairs the committee. It is charged with
bringing to the congregation one name for every vacancy on the board of elders. Those elected
will serve from the time of the AGM 2018 until the AGM 2020.
The elders are charged with setting the size of the elder board and have set it at seven. Those
continuing to serve because they are mid-term are:
Eddie Chui
Richard Chan
Dennis Chan
There are four vacancies on the elder board. After meeting for prayer and studying both biblical
qualifications and the traditional and legislatively required duties of elders, and after personally
interviewing each potential prospect, your Nominating Committee presents the following names
to serve as elders.
Dicken Tai
Richard Yang
Benjamin Lo
Tomy Leung

(2nd term)
(2nd term)
(1st term)
(1st term)

Please note that MCAC by-laws no longer allow nominations from the floor at the annual
meeting.
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Elder’s Sharing
Elder Dicken Tai
It has been a blessing and honor to serve God on the Elders Board for the past two years.
Looking back, I have experienced growth in my walk with God and have been inspired and
challenged to further build His Kingdom. Although the job of an elder is not always easy and
there have been challenging times; and though ordinary and imperfect, I find strength and hope
from God’s grace. Just as Jesus said to the Apostle Paul, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my
power is made perfect in weakness".
Coming into this leadership role, I believed God would grow me into the role He had called me
to. However, my personal expectations have been unfolded by what God has opened my eyes
and ears to. In addition to learning more about our C&MA constitution and the MCAC bylaws
governing our church, God has also allowed me to realize that the board of elders is quite
different compared to a group of board of directors running a business. Actually, it is not us who
own MCAC, but it is God. As a result, the decisions we make should be made not only in the
best interests of our congregations, but also with the purpose of advancing God's kingdom and
glorifying His name.
As we look back on the past year of 2017, we can see God’s hand of provision and guidance
upon our church during this transition time. Looking ahead, I pray and truly trust that God has
greater things in store for MCAC. I would like to encourage all of us at MCAC to pray for God
to lead us in His will as He calls us to serve and step up as leaders, whether it be ministry
leaders, small group leaders, district leaders, or even elders.
My personal hope and desire for the Elders Board is to continue to build the unity and stability of
MCAC, to disciple and grow the spiritual lives of our second generation. We are grateful to have
Pastor Franklin leading us during this transition. As we continue to pray and search for an
Assistant Cantonese Pastor, Senior Pastor and Assistant English Pastor, we place our trust in God
that He has a perfect plan for this church.
As reminded by one of Pastor Pauline’s sermons from Dec 2017, may we hold Jesus’ Hand
tightly during challenges and not be afraid, but trust in God. Finally, as reminded by the C&MA
vision prayer, let us pray to be a Christ-centered, Spirit-empowered, Mission-focused movement
in everything that we do, to be disciples that make disciples.
May God continue to bless MCAC!
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English Ministry
Rev. Franklin Pyles
Through 2017 the English Ministry has experienced many moments when we were strongly
aware of the Lord’s blessing. We have had a number of guest speakers, Bill Lobozoo, IW to
Cambodia, challenged us in the area of missions and Ryan Tudor ministered several times
calling us to the deeper life. The pastors rotated through the congregations in November, each
bringing a message on one part of the MCAC mission statement.
Small Groups
Small Groups are ably coordinated by Bonnie Lam who has seen the groups grow both in
number and attendance. Small Groups have become the place to meet for growing and
fellowship and have begun to be the action place for various congregational initiatives such as
fellowships.
Worship
Coordinated by Phi Nguyen, our worship and AV teams have continued to provide a focused
Sunday Morning service which incorporates the theme of the message into the overall pattern of
song and scripture.
Ministry
Ministry includes ushering and greeting and also the fellowship that occurs monthly, and
Ministry is coordinated by Irena Tin who has led us in the creation of a new Newcomers Card,
and has brought together a solid ushering team. The ministry team also assists us in Baptisms
and in the preparation of the Lord’s Supper and a very special thanks to those who help out in
this way.
Discipleship
At this point Discipleship is separate from Small Groups. Felix Chui held this portfolio but
desired to place a ministry emphasis elsewhere and so the leadership has fallen to Pastor
Franklin. Discipleship includes Mentoring which has been headed up by Irene Wong, Sunday
School that is coordinated by Stephanie Chong. Sunday School has expanded to two classes, one
which runs on an interactive basis and the other a bit more of a formal classroom basis. Everyone
is invited and may attend which ever class best fits their needs.
Outreach
EM has no outreach coordinator but was active in Alpha. The English Alpha table was the
location of very interesting and strong discussions. At the end we were so blessed to see some
turn to Christ.
In conclusion we give great thanks to the Lord for the true sense of his presence among us in EM
and look forward to a growing year in 2018.
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#Stirred Small Group
York Lim
It has been another great year for our small group. We rebranded it to #Stirred based on the
Scripture Hebrews 10:24-25 where it says, “And let us consider how to stir up one another to
love and good works, not neglecting to meet together, as is the habit of some, but encouraging
one another, and all the more as you see the Day drawing near.”
Our group has been consistent in meeting, eagerly sharing our lives together. We have instituted
Bible verse memorization because we know the value of holding Scriptures close to our heart.
I am looking for exciting things in 2018 as we continue to stir up one another to love and good
works.
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Cantonese Ministry
Pastor Pauline Hsu
New efforts in the Cantonese Ministry in 2017 includes establishing the small groups ministry
which started transition from fellowships in 2016, the training of discipleship instructors for
follow-up of new believers, and working with a web resource, careministry.com to develop a
biblically based caring training. The goal of these efforts is to encourage intentional discipleship
in a relational environment which is consistent with the great commission “To go and make
disciples of all nations.” While in the past, only a few were involved in these efforts mainly
through Sunday school, it is our hope that eventually, the small group will be a place where the
Gospel is shared in loving relationships and a caring environment, and where those who come to
Christ are established and equipped to be disciple makers.
Another new development in the trial stage is a Tuesday outreach program targeting recent
retirees, in place of Women’s Corner which has seen decreased attendance among younger
Cantonese women in recent years.
Ministry Leaders in 2017:
Cantonese Ministry Leaders:
Discipleship Ministry
Grace Leigh
coordinator:
Small Group Ministry
Pastor Pauline, Dicken Tai, regional small group leaders – Anita
Committee:
Kwan (Grace), Raymond Tong (Sonshine), Eddy Chan (Enoch),
Esmond Cheung (Agape)
Worship Department:
Ada Ko (Coordinator), Benjamin Lo (Choir), Ken Dao (A/V)
Ministry Department:
Kenneth Wong (Coordinator), Ken Shum (Head Usher), Roy Chan
(Greeters), Nam Quan (Traffic)
Evangelism Ministry:
Wing Ho (Pastor), Gary Hui (Coordinator)
Please see Pastor Wing’s report for details
Caring Ministry
Eddie Chui (Chair), Karen Lau, Roy Chan, Pastor Pauline
Committee:
Women’s Corner
Juno Shum, Christina Chiu, Abby Chu, Sherry Shen
committee:
Church-wide Discipleship Workgroup members:
Pastor Pauline, Grace Leigh (CM), Felix Chui (EM), Zach Chu (MM), Celia Du (SM)
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Ministry highlights:
Discipleship Ministry
Discipleship Workgroup
The church-wide Discipleship Workgroup started to meet end of 2016 with representatives from
the English, Cantonese, Mandarin and student congregations. We studied the book
“Discipleshift” by Jim Putman and Bobby Harrington in the committee, with the goal of building
a common vision and to give us guidelines for developing discipleship in each congregation
according to their individual needs. We worked together to come up with a definition of
discipleship in MCAC, which is “To follow Christ and lovingly share life”. As representatives
from EM and SM left the group in the middle of the year to pursue further studies or other
ministry goals, the workgroup is on hold until new representatives are appointed from these
congregations.
MCAC Library
Due to the lack of usage of library books in recent years, the library was officially closed for
general use in January and made available to adult Sunday school teachers as a resource centre
for teaching preparation. It is hoped that it will eventually be a resource centre for other
ministries as well.
For other details, please see Discipleship Ministry coordinator’s report.
Small Groups Ministry
Small group guidelines, including purpose, small group covenant, small group leader
requirements, roles and responsibilities were reviewed by the small group committee and put into
writing in the beginning of 2017. Small Group Sunday in March celebrated the small group
ministry through appreciation of leaders during Sunday service and a time of fellowship among
all small groups after service. Support and training for small group ministry were provided
through regular small group leaders meeting and small group leaders training in the fall, as well
as visitation by pastors and elders.
Ministry Department
There will be a change in leadership in 2018 as many of the leaders have been in the position for
more than 2 years. Starting in 2018, Ken Shum will be the department coordinator, Roy Chan the
head usher, Elisa Leung will take over greeters’ coordination.
Caring Ministry
Subscription to Careminsitry.com training material and coaching was started in April and we
received training material and started coaching sessions in May. Two of the training sessions
were translated and went through with committee members. The full training will be launched in
April 2018.
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Women’s Ministry
After over 15 years, we have decided to stop Women’s Corner programs as there are few young
Cantonese mothers available to attend or serve in the ministry. Instead a trial run was started in
September to reach out to recent retirees. With the increasing population of Cantonese speaking
people reaching retirement age in the community, we hope to reach out to them and also offer an
opportunity for our brothers and sisters to be trained and equipped to serve, so that they may
continue to be discipled and make fruitful use of their golden years.
For other ministry details, please see respective ministry reports.
*****
Looking back over 2017, we have to give thanks to the Lord for His faithfulness. Even though
we are short of a Cantonese pastor, the faithfulness of ministry leaders, brothers and sisters in the
Cantonese congregation, and the hard work of pastoral intern Wing Ho have enabled us to see
fruitfulness in our congregation’s efforts. I also want to thank Dr. Wing Sung, whose preaching
helped bring stability to our preaching ministry during this time of shortage. Dr. Sung is an
official worker of the C&MA and has given selfless assistance to many churches during times of
shortage in pastoral staff in the past.
Romans 8:28
“And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love Him, who have been
called according to His purpose.”
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Pastoral Intern
Pastor Wing Ho
Thanks to God! I have now been serving full-time at MCAC for almost two years. I am thankful
to God for calling me. I would also like to thank the pastors and church elders who have
provided me with the opportunity to serve in church ministries, to brothers and sisters for their
support and encouragement. It is all God’s Grace.
“He is the one we proclaim, admonishing and teaching everyone with all wisdom, so that we
may present everyone fully mature in Christ.” (Colossians 1:28)
May we all be encouraged and reminded by God’s Word!
In the past year, I served in the ministries of preaching, teaching Sunday school, individual
caring, small group visitation, and caring for sick brothers/sisters of our church. My main
ministry areas were church-wide outreach and the evangelism (Cantonese Evangelism
Department). Brothers and sisters from the Cantonese, Mandarin and English congregations were
connected as they worked together to plan and promote the ministry of sharing the Gospel in our
community.
The church-wide outreach programs are as follows:
 The Chinese New Year Carnival was held at the end of January, which attracted many
friends to our church to celebrate the Chinese New Year.
 During Easter, we delivered 1,000 door hangers to our neighborhood - invitations to our
church’s event.
 From June to July, we raised over $ 8,000 through the Garage Sale Fundraising Program to
support overseas missions. We also shared the Gospel with those who came to our garage
sales.
 In September, we participated in the Community Crime Awareness Day. This was a good
opportunity to connect with different people in the community. We were able to share the
Gospel with them and introduce our church ministries to them.
 Alpha Course was held in September, with church members from all three congregations
serving together for nine weeks every Saturday. At the close of the program, we had twenty
friends who were willing to accept Jesus Christ.
 In December, we went caroling three times to share the Good News in our community.
Through singing Christmas songs, we were sharing the Gospel in supermarkets and
restaurants. We handed out small gifts, along with invitations to our Christmas celebration.
 Various sports ministries, such as basketball, badminton and table tennis, ran every week and
these programs attracted a large number of friends. Through these sports ministries, nonbelievers have a chance to hear the Gospel.

12
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Please read Gary Hui’s report for more information about the Cantonese Evangelism
Department.
I believe that God is not concerned with the size of the event, the number of attendees or the
ministry outcomes. What God cares about is our serving hearts, our values, and our willingness
to fulfil the Great Commission. May our Lord empower and enable us, move more brothers and
sisters to share the Good News with their friends. May we be reminded by what our Lord Jesus
said: Then He said to his disciples, “The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few. Ask the
Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into His harvest field.” (Matthew 9: 37-38)
Finally, please pray for me that God will help me keep a loving heart towards my brothers and
sisters, that I will faithfully follow the path of Jesus Christ, serve humbly, and be worker
pleasing to God. May all glory be to God!
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Discipleship Department
Grace Leigh

The mission of discipleship
 To cultivate brothers and sisters’ heart for the lost - to observe the Great Commandment
(Mark 12: 30-31) and fulfill the Great Commission (Matthew 28: 18-20).
The goal of discipleship
 To cultivate brothers and sisters’ faith in their walk
 Follow the Lord Jesus (Romans 8:29) - follow the example of Jesus and practice the
love of God and people.
 Help others to become disciples (Matthew 28:19).
Discipleship is a process in which a Christian engages with one or more spiritually younger
Christians in order to encourage them to grow and follow the example of our Lord Jesus.
Through one-on-one, three-person or four-person groups, the disciple nurturer helps the younger
Christians to have more faith in Jesus, have quiet time with God, and obey God’s Word so that
their lives are changed by God. New believers have many values that need to be changed by
God, including what they think about themselves, money, relationships, jobs, priorities, and so
on.
God makes the believers grow up - “I planted the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it
grow." (1 Corinthians 3: 6), but God uses us, imperfect people, to participate in this process. Our
role is to pray for the spiritual growth of the younger Christians so that they can testify for Jesus
among non-Christians, live a life that glorifies God, share the gospel and help others to become
disciples of Jesus.
Helping believers to grow is not just the responsibility of the Discipleship Department, but also
one of the goals of the Small Group Ministry. It is also a mission of every brother and sister in
the Lord. (Matthew 28: 18-20). The young Christians need to have fellowship with brothers and
sisters in the Lord, learn to practice the truth, care for one another, spur one another on toward
love and good deeds, learn to share gospel and testify for God, etc.
We teach the biblical truth because "All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching,
rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness." (2 Timothy 3:16) Our attitude must be - "He
must become greater; I must become less." (John 3:30)
I thank God that we have brothers and sisters who faithfully serve as Sunday school teachers,
disciple nurturers and life-changing group leaders.
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Sunday school teachers who served in 2017:
Eddie Chui, Randy Chiu, Henry Luk, Alex To, Rebecca Tong, Francis Wong, Victor Yu, Paul
Wong and Pastor Pauline Hsu.
Disciple nurturers, new believer follow-up and life-changing group leaders in 2017:
Alice Tai, Dicken Tai, Vincent Lai, Judy Chan, Roy Chan, Karen Lau, Esther Lai, Kaitlan Liang,
Penny Lau, Grace Leigh and Pastor Wing Ho.
In order to help our brothers and sisters to understand what discipleship is and how we can
nurture new believers, the Discipleship Department organized two training courses from January
21 to March 25 and from June 24 to July 28 2017. A total of 11 training sessions were provided
to help brothers and sisters who were willing to learn to be disciple nurturers. The training was
led by Pastor Pauline Hsu and myself, and more than a dozen brothers and sisters attended. Our
lives need to be continuously molded by God. We need to pray continually, have self-reflection
and apply Scripture in our lives in order to be a God-pleasing disciple nurturer as we walk
alongside the new believers or younger Christians.
Pastor Pauline Hsu also made arrangements to have Dr. Ernest Cheng come on Sept 3 to share
his Sunday school teaching experience with us, as well as encourage the Sunday school teachers
and interested brothers and sisters. There were more than twenty people attending and we all
benefited from Dr. Cheng’s sharing and insight.
I thank God for leading us and I pray that God will continue to work in our lives so that our lives
will glorify Him and we also rejoice in the Lord.

“Therefore, go and make disciples of all nations.” (Matthew 28:19a)
“And the things you have heard me say in the presence of many
witnesses entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to teach
others.” (2 Timothy 2:2)
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Cantonese Worship Department
Ada Ko

Ministry Mission:
“Through music and A/V ministry, we serve to bring man to Lord Jesus,
to lead believers to worship with a true, thankful heart,
and non-believers to experience the first tastes of God’s love.”
It was all God’s grace. All of us continued to serve faithfully in various capacities. In 2017, we
had a few choir members joining the worship teams, and with added vocal harmonies, it helped
enhance the Sunday praise and worship experiences.
There were also different trainings organized:
 For worship leaders – song selections and flow of worship, singing techniques
 For pianists – attended public talks and demonstrations, learnt how to present music to
complement the overall worship experience
These trainings equip us in our role, and more importantly, that we will be able to lead the
congregation into a time of unhindered and fully engaged worship to the Lord.
Special thanks to Benjamin Lo who has designed a webpage and phone app for the Worship
Department for the purpose of keeping a record of the duty roster, as well as storing the worship
songs and choir sheet music.
Our Committee planned two retreats entitled “I am a Choir Member”. Small group presentations,
group drumming, games etc. were some of the activities to train our choir members to be bold
and to be quick-minded. We also had the opportunities to encourage, share and pray with one
another.
We tried to use more multimedia videos and put up decorations in the sanctuary for the Good
Friday and Christmas Eve services, which was another means to offer up a sacrifice of praise to
God, to lead the congregation into a prayerful worship time. We would also like to thank the
parents and children of Macedonia Fellowship who worshipped with us on Palm Sunday and
Christmas Eve.
There were a few Joint Worship Services in 2017 and we needed to manage the audio and video
processing in the sanctuary. Special thanks to the A/V team who came to the rehearsals, and to
the EM A/V team who served together with us. Thanks also go to brothers and sisters who took
up the task of getting the lyrics translated.
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In 2018, we will continue to provide different trainings for all departments, to be equipped for
the work of ministry. Through music and A/V ministry, let us give our best in all that we do as
an act of worship to God!
In addition to the regular ministry tasks such as Choir presentation, worship leading and
audio/visual ministry, the following are some of the ministry highlights in 2017:
 Joint Worship Service and Youth Baptismal Service – worship teams and A/V teams
from 3 congregations (January)
 Bible Quizzing – A/V team (January and March)
 Chinese New Year Carnival – A/V team (January)
 Worship Leaders Training Workshop – Speaker: Mrs. Nightingale Liu (March)
 Good Friday Cantonese Worship Service and Easter Sunday Cantonese & Mandarin Joint
Worship Service (April)
o Worship Teams, Choir and A/V
o “Calvary – The Source of the Living Water” – Sanctuary decorations
o Congregation response – Lay the stone (a symbol of everyone’s burden) at the
foot of the cross
 Choir retreat “I Am a Choir Member” – small group presentation and group drumming
(February and June)
 MCAC 28th anniversary worship service – Choir presentation (June)
 Invitation from Evergreen Fellowship to lead the meeting – Choir (July)
 Children Summer Camp and Parents Gospel Sunday (Joint Worship) – worship teams
and A/V teams from 3 congregations (July)
 MCAC Cantonese Worship Teams – composed worship songs for JMC (August)
 “Sacred Music and Worship” seminar conducted by Dr. Joseph Chi – training for worship
leaders and pianists (August and September)
 Alpha Course – worship teams and A/V teams (September to November)
 10+ Choir members leading a worship service for the elderly at Yee Hong Center
(October)
 Musical drama outreach event presented by Grace Melodia (November)
 Participation of several Choir members in 2017 Caroling (December)
 Christmas Eve Music Night – worship teams, Choir and A/V teams (December)
 Christmas Sunday Joint Worship Service (Mandarin, Cantonese, English congregations
& Fluid) – worship teams and Choir presentation, A/V teams (December)
Cantonese A/V team’s joint projects with Mandarin and English A/V teams in 2017:
 WIFI reception improved (December)
 LED bulbs in the sanctuary replaced
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In appreciation of our team members who served in 2017 (listed in no particular order)
Choir Advisor and
Conductor (Volunteer):
Worship Department
Committee:
Cantonese Choir
Committee:
Lyrics for Powerpoint
(Choir Presentation):
Choir Conductor
Intern:
Cantonese Choir:
Audio/Visual Team:

Mrs. Nightingale Liu
Benjamin Lo (Choir), Ken Dao (A/V), Ada Ko (Worship and
Secretary)
Benjamin Lo (Choir Leader), Amy Kwok, Eva Chiu, Rudolph Ng
and Stephen Kwan
New Member: Winnie Tam
Sylia Ng
Ada Ko, Amy Kwok, Benjamin Lo and Samuel Liu

35 members
Andy Choi, Ben Nip, Chris Fong, Eddy Chan, Henry Luk, Ken Dao,
Penny Wang, Peter Lau, Samuel Lee, Stanley Tang, Stephen Ho,
Vincent Yau, William Sit
New Members: Albert Wong and Wing Lee
Ada Ko, Amy Chan, Amy Dao, Ben Lo, Cecilia Chan, Mrs. Flora
Worship Team:
Siu, Karen Kwok, Kitty Lam, Lolita Chong, Mabel Shum, Nai-Yuen
Ho, Rebecca Lui, Samuel Liu and Vincent Yau
New Members: Polly Wong, Winnie Tam & Stephen Kwan
Special thanks to these brothers and sisters who are not part of the Worship Department:
Cardinale Ling, Carmen Cheng, Edson Ma, Eliza Lam, Francis Wong, Kelvin Lo and Megan
Tang

Cantonese Choir & Choir Retreat
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Worship Leader Training & MCAC Worship Team at JMC

Good Friday Worship Service & Christmas Eve Music Night
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Cantonese Evangelism Department
Gary Hui
In Year 2017, we had the following sub-groups under the Cantonese Evangelism Ministry. The
following is a summary of their ministry service:
Ministry/Location

Leader

Tyndall Senior Village
Yee Hong Center
Gospel Outreach Singing
Team
Praise Dance Team

Elim Yeung
Randy Chiu
Randy Chiu

DVD Class

John Chow

Evangelistic Bible Study
Outreach Music Group
Outreach Team
Evangelism Training

Paul Wong
Paul Wong
Alice Tai
Alice Tai

Gospel Visitation
Prayer Team

Angela Chan
Angela Chan

Hon Sun Li

Average
Attendance
13 seniors
60 seniors

Notes
Once a month. 2 accepted Christ.
Once a month. 1 accepted Christ.

3 accepted Christ. 3 others baptized.
4 invited to small groups.
9 non-believers attended. 4 accepted
Christ. 3 invited to small groups.
5 adults attended. 1 accepted Christ.
5 adults attended. 1 accepted Christ.
6–8
Monthly.
Course: “Be a Contagious Christian”, held in the
second semester during Sunday School time. 13
Christians completed the course.

In addition to the sub-group’s ministry areas, the following events are what we accomplished in
2017:
a. Chinese New Year Carnival (January 28)
- approximately 300 guests attended and 34 brothers & sisters served on that day.
b. Door Hangers (Easter period)
- approximately 1000 door hanger invitation cards were delivered to invite local residents
to our Good Friday & Easter Monday services.
c. Victoria Day Picnic (May 22)
- about 150 people gathered in the park, among them 50 guests.
d. Church Wide Garage Sale & Outreach (May to July)
- 15 houses opened their garages to support this event. A total of $8,700.00 was raised and
will be used to support a missionary.
e. CSC Graduation Sunday (July 16)
- we welcomed many families, introduced and invited them to attend church events.
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f. Matthew Party, a part of the BCC Course (July 22)
- a party organized by the students who put theories into practice. We invited unchurched
friends and built friendship with them. 49 people attended, with 22 non-believers and 4
children.
g. Jesus Loves China Town Short Term Mission Week (August 22 to 27)
- 20 brothers & sisters participated on different days.
h. Crime Prevention & Awareness Day (Sep 30)
- held at Celebration Square where we had the opportunity to meet people in the
community. A booth with pamphlets and craft materials was set up and we shared the
Gospel whenever the opportunity arose.
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Grace District
Anita Kwan-Kan

Most people in the world would prefer not to see any changes, but the world is constantly
changing. When new phones, new apps, new gadgets are launched, everyone gets caught up with
excitement. Our lives change but our faith should never change. God’s Word never changes.
“Therefore, go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit and teaching them to obey everything I have
commanded you. And surely I am with you always to the very end of the age.” (Mathew:
28: 19-20)
The Great Commission calls on us not only to go, but also to make disciples. Spreading the
Gospel is a must, but we have got to be true disciples first, so the true gospel could be passed on.
Despite the many changes in the makeup of the pastoral team in the past years, MCAC’s
Cantonese congregants have been patiently waiting for God’s provision and guidance.
In the fall of 2017, Pastor Pauline delivered the Small Group Leaders Training. Small Group
Leaders had a clearer picture of the “Church of Small Groups Model” as they learnt how to run
the Small Groups to help every member to become a ‘true disciple’, not just a church goer.
It is a great blessing that we have many Small Group Leaders faithfully serving the Lord and
patiently waiting amidst changes.
Rome was not built in a day, and MCAC is a church with over 28 years of history. Many of us
are brought up in churches that use different models to grow their ministries. Asking us to go
through any change is challenging. Adjustments have to be made and a lot of hard work has to be
put forward.
In the MCAC 25th Anniversary Memories printed in 2014, we published 50 ‘Dreams in God’
from brothers, sisters and leaders. One of them reads:
“More souls to be saved; believers becoming disciples; committed to
serve God; dwelling in God’s kingdom and glorifying Him through our
faith and love.”
Pray that God will help all of us to make our dreams be pleasing to God.
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Sonshine District
Raymond Tong

Sonshine District, formerly called Sonshine Fellowship, entered its second year in 2017. With
the sudden transition to the small-group based model, it took brothers and sisters a while to get
accustomed to the change, so 2017 was a year of adaptation. The small groups within the District
did not go through much change as we were still finding our way forward. May God grant us a
clearer vision for 2018! Amen!
Of the four meetings organized this year, one was a joint meeting with another District:
February: Welcoming a New Season, a New Year
March: Joint-District Gathering
August: Reconstruct Your Values in Life, Develop a Christ-like Mindset
December: Christmas Celebration
Looking forward to 2018, we plan to organize at least 4 joint meetings with other small groups.
May God grant us wisdom for better planning outcomes! Amen!
Sonshine District Small Groups:
Faithfulness
Patience
Joy
Kindness
Love
Peace
Self-Control

– Denny Ng
– Ken Shum
– Sandra Mok
– Shirley Leung
– Roy Chan
– Terence Fan
– Tim Wong

(Leader)
(Leader)
(Leader)
(Leader)
(Leader)
(Leader)
(Leader)

Committee: Roy Chan (Treasurer)
Amy Siem (Secretary)
Raymond Tong (Chairman)
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Enoch District
Eddy Chan

In 2017, Rev. Pauline Hsu and all District Leaders worked together to once again develop a
vision and set goals for the small groups. The roles and responsibilities of District Leaders, Small
Group Leaders and members are more clearly defined. With the signing of the Small Group
Covenant and the celebration on Small Group Sunday in March, Cantonese Small Group
ministry was again moving ahead and embarking on a new beginning.
There were no major changes within these 3 small groups – Mark, Luke and John. It took almost
a year and finally the time was ripe for Harmony small group to split, which would happen in
April 2018. The birthing of a new small group is exciting. Kaitlan Wu stays as the leader of
Harmony small group while Vincent Lai steps up to be the leader of the new small group Joy.
We pray that our Lord will empower them. We hope that relationships among members will not
be affected. As for Cedar small group, we had members leaving and new members joining.
Sam and Eva Sit had been helping out our leader Agnes Yu and we sincerely thank them for their
love and support. May God bless them and every small group leader, that in the new year they
will continue to serve Him and others with a joyful heart, because we know we “can do
everything through Him who gives me strength.”
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Isaiah Fellowship
Nai-Yuen Ho
Isaiah Fellowship is a small but diverse group of young adults. This year, we maintained a steady
attendance of around 8 people per week. We enjoyed each other's fellowship through Bible
studies, workshops, social gatherings, monthly men/women's cell groups, and outreach activities
such as visiting Yee Hong for Mother's Day and joining MCAC's Chinese New Year Carnival.
We had a great turnout at our summer retreat over the Canada Day long weekend in Kitchener,
where we delved into God's Word, engaged in sharing and discussion, and basked in the great
outdoors.
As young adults, we have been experiencing a lot of major changes in our lives such as
welcoming the birth of a new child, moving into a new home, or changing jobs. At the same
time, we want to pursue personal interests, invest time in relationships, and maintain a work-life
balance. Despite the many different challenges and demands, it is truly by God's grace that we
have been able to continue meeting weekly, and use our time and gifts to encourage and edify
each other in this chapter of our lives. We are very grateful for our counsellors Francis Wong,
Shirley Leung, and Pastor Pauline Hsu for their continued support and dedication to our
fellowship. We were also especially thankful to have many newcomers visit our fellowship this
year.
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In upcoming years, we will need wisdom to guide our fellowship as we continue to face the
various changes and challenges in our lives. May God strengthen and renew us during these
times. May we remain firmly rooted in Him and be able to grow not just in numbers, but also in
our relationships with each other, our local communities, and most importantly God.
“Instead, speaking the truth in love, we will in all things grow up into him who is the Head, that
is, Christ. From him the whole body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament,
grows and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work.” (Ephesians 4:15-16)
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Macedonia Fellowship
Karen Kwok-Liu
We had about 10 families in our fellowship group in 2017.
We saw God’s protection and outpouring of His grace upon
our families and children as we journeyed through the year.
We continued to learn to know more about God and
experienced Him more so that we would become spiritually
mature. We enjoyed our fellowship with one another as we
shared our faith and cared for those around us. This year we
had more families getting involved in children ministry,
serving with others to build God’s House. As in the past, we
met twice a month at church – Fellowship meeting on the
second week and small group meeting on the fourth week.
The task of leading Bible study fell on Samuel Liu and Jeffrey Yau, both of whom attended the
Small Group Leaders Training Course (Fall Sunday School Term).

Palm Sunday Worship Presentation
with adult’s Choir

Pioneer Club ministry under the Children Ministry is a quality
Saturday program for children to grow. It was also a strong backup for
the parents while we met, knowing that they were well taken care of.
Special thanks to Pastor Faith for making all the ministry arrangements
to accommodate our needs, and to Esther Chu and Heidi Tse who
oversaw the Pioneer Club ministry. Shirley Sze continued to help out
taking care of our children under the age of 4. We thank her and Mr.
Sze for their love for our fellowship group, and for their faithfulness in
serving us.
Fellowship Meeting guest speakers missionary Albert and Elaine Lu
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In June we partnered with the Evangelism Department,
reaching out to the community through the garage sales. Many
of our children went to the July Children Summer Camp. In
August, a few families participated in the four-day-three-night
Joint Missions Conference (JMC) at Mohawk College in
Hamilton. JMC is a large event held every four years. In
November, some brothers went to the Promise Keeper
Conference.

Some daddies joined the
Promise Keeper retreat

Alliance Church Joint
Mission Conference

MCAC Garage Sale in
the community

Dinner after Fellowship Meeting on a Saturday night
We assisted the Worship Department in planning the outreach program on 23 December evening,
and gave a Nativity Presentation in the joint Sunday Worship on Christmas Eve, like we did last
year. We all celebrated Jesus’ birth, bringing joy to our church family and community
Christmas Nativity Play
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Macedonia Fellowship Committee
Counselor:
Pastor Pauline Hsu
Small Group Leaders: Samuel Liu and Jeffrey Yau
Committee Members: Karen Liu, Jeffrey Yau and Stanley Chan

Pizza Lunch
after Sunday’s Worship

Cell group
Summer Gathering
at home
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Cantonese Caring Ministry
Elder Eddie Chui
2017 was a year for us to be equipped for ministry. We have shifted from taking a more
traditional approach to ministry to using God’s Word and His promises to care for those in need;
from ministering to their needs to bringing them to God so they will experience Him in a
personal way. This shift in our ministry philosophy on caring in no way means we are
abandoning the traditional approach to caring. We exist not only to minister to the needs of those
we serve, but there is also more to what we are doing. We take it a step further, bringing them to
God so they will experience Him and walk closely with Him.
Our philosophy of ministry arises out of its mission statement – “Let us hold unswervingly to the
hope we profess, for He who promised is faithful. And let us consider how we may spur one
another on toward love and good deeds.” (Hebrews 10:23-24). Along with the development of
the small group ministry, our pastor provides us with training resources from “Care Ministry”,
and the committee has embarked on the journey of getting equipped.
At the beginning of the year, the Caring Committee started to study the Care Ministry materials
to see if they were suitable for use in training. The first of these training sessions took place in
May and a step-by-step approach was taken. The series include different phases of training. Our
pastor and committee make regular communication with CareMinistry.com personnel to get
some hands-on experience and schedule recommendations.
While the training is going on, our committee will look for opportunities to share our ministry
philosophy with the Fellowship groups, the Districts and small groups, letting brothers and
sisters know the need to be equipped. Through vision sharing and training, our goal is to have
our leaders, including small group leaders, Fellowship and District Chairs and other ministry
leaders, embrace our ministry philosophy and extend care in their own community. This is the
ministry of caring on the frontline, and our committee is there to offer support, like providing the
necessary training and updated resources, prayer support, as well as outside support.
From getting equipped to the time when we are ready to put what we learn into practice, which
we hope is the end of 2018, the Caring Committee needs your prayer support. We ask that the
Holy Spirit will lead the whole ministry as we work with all the leaders, brothers and sisters to
spur one another on, holding on to God’s Word and His promises.
Lastly, may we be encouraged by Scripture: “No temptation has seized you except what is
common to man. And God is faithful; He will not let you be tempted beyond what you can bear.
But when you are tempted, He will also provide a way out so that you can stand up under it.” (1
Corinthians 10:13)
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Mandarin Ministry
Pastor Paul Tsai
Last year in my pulpit ministry, I preached a series of sermons on “Jacob Experiencing God”,
“Prepare Your hearts to Worship God”, “Building Up Your Church”, “Jesus is the Son of God”,
“Jesus is Christ” and “Be the Lord’s Disciples”. From our experiencing God personally to
worshipping Him and building up His Church, we pursue a common goal to fully know Christ
and to fulfill the Great Commission.
During Sunday School last year, from February to the end of the year, we launched a Bible
reading plan - An Overview of the Entire Bible. Five of us – Zhu Ai Min, Zhao Mei wen, Zhao
Hua Qin, Lu Li Xin and Liu Ling Ling completed the readings for all quarters. There were other
brothers and sisters who did not complete the readings, but they all had a desire to study God’s
Word and to know Him. Teaching the first quarter of the assigned Bible books for the week was
Pastor Paul; brothers and sisters serving on the Mandarin Ministry Committee partnered with
Pastor Paul in the teaching sessions of the second and third quarters. It was our hope that
everyone was able to get a rudimentary understanding of the whole Bible, which would help in
our pursuit of spiritual maturity.
In addition, Michelle taught 2 Sunday School classes, one in April and one in September. These
2 classes focused on Caring and Counseling; those who were burdened with the ministry or those
who felt the needs found the classes very helpful.
For special gatherings, we held a Good Friday service, even without the ministry of the pianist.
All who attended were touched by our Lord’s great sacrificial love for us. Brothers and sisters
experienced renewal in their lives after attending the one-day devotional meeting in November.
Our guest speaker was Rev. Zhou （周汝文牧師）who had travelled from afar. We would also
like to specially thank Mr. and Mrs. James Zhu’s ministry service in the devotional meeting. Dr.
William Tsui preached a lively and insightful message at our Christmas evangelistic meeting; we
heard the inspirational appeals in his presentation of the gospel message.
Each month in the past year, we had a Love Feast. It was a time that we would fellowship over
food and celebrate birthdays. There was much preparation work before the meal and clean-up
afterwards. We all witnessed the joy and beauty of giving and serving in our fellowship in Christ.
Our small groups met once or twice every month. We had meals together, followed by Bible
study and prayer time. Lots of wonderful memories were created.
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Looking ahead in the new year, we plan to start a new series on “Equipping Believers” during
Sunday School time, helping brothers and sisters to walk in their faith. Under the leadership of
Sofie Ye, the functions of each small group will be strengthened. Brothers and sisters will be
encouraged to dive deeper into the Word of God in their daily devotion, to be more involved in
small group interactions and ministry service, that we will grow in love and build each other up.
Seeing a wave of immigrants from Mainland China, we pray to God to train and equip our
ministry team so that we can be more effective in serving them. We pray to God that we will
fulfill His will and share His joy as we sow and reap together.
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Worship Ministry
Elder Richard Yang

God continued to watch over the Mandarin Ministry in 2017. At times we did not have a pianist
and there were other problems like time conflicts, we experienced a shortage of workers to serve,
but God always met our needs in a timely manner. By God’s grace, we were blessed and
strengthened through His Spirit. We strived to worship Him in spirit and in truth, singing to Him
with gratitude in our hearts, praising and glorifying His Name.
The Chairperson
The Chairperson plays a key role in corporate worship. The flow of the service and the
effectiveness of the congregation being led into God’s presence have to do with how he/she
prepares himself/herself spiritually, his/her understanding of Christian worship and the posture of
his/her heart. The Chairperson leads the congregation, from start to end, to worship God in spirit
and in truth. God is the center of worship as he/she leads the order of the worship service, reads
Scripture passages and announcements. Brothers and sisters who served in 2017 as Chairperson
are: Henry Ho, Tao Guan, Zach Chu, Sofie Ye, Jenny Zhu and Richard Yang.
Holy Communion
Our pastor presides over the Holy Communion which is celebrated on the first Sunday of each
month. It is a time to remember what the Lord has done for us. It is also a time that we
fellowship with Him. As we partake of the bread and cup, we should approach the Lord’s table
with submission and reverence, with hearts filled with thanksgiving for His salvation, while
looking forward to His second coming and being reminded to love and serve Him even more.
Brothers and sisters involved in this ministry in 2017 are: Tao Guan, Henry Ho, Dennis Chan,
Zach Chu, Sofie Ye, Jenny Zhu and Richard Yang.
Worship Team
We had 11 brothers and sisters serving on the worship and praise ministry. 2 sisters and a brother
stepped down because of personal reasons and we had 2 sisters joining the team in the fourth
quarter. Altogether there were 7 sisters serving as the pianist. Those involved in this ministry are:
Amy Kwok, Kitty Lam, Cecilia Cheung, Emily Yeung, Fandy Mao, Susan Shan, Sheng Ping Li,
Abby Lin, Suzzane Jiang, Alice Guo, Sherry Yang, Tao Guan, Jennifer Liu, Yang Xuemei, Anna
Gina Jiang, Dorothy Guan, Sarah Yang and Richard Yang.
Many of our worship team members were wearing many hats in ministry service but each of
them served with a reverent heart, conscientiously preparing and rehearsing the songs for
worship. Through music and songs, they led the congregation into God’s presence.
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God blessed us by bringing 3 young pianists from the Cantonese congregation to fill help out
with piano accompaniment. Not only were we able to work around each other’s schedule, other
pianists were able to take breaks and not get too exhausted. There was also a time when no
pianist was available, Pastor Paul stepped up to lead the worship with recorded background
music.
Our team worked closely with other ministry departments, especially with those in General
Services and A/V. Every Sunday before the worship service, we set up the piano, music stands
and microphones, getting everything ready for the worship leader and pianist. We also helped
projecting the lyrics on the screen.
Choir
Our Choir presented songs in the Good Friday service and Christmas Eve evangelistic meeting.
Kindness small group members also joined in at the Good Friday service. Brothers and sisters
have not received any formal music training. The challenges we face during practice help us see
how small and insignificant we are, that we need to humble ourselves before God. We desire to
serve in one hart and in one spirit, joined in unison to give Him glory and praise. God remembers
us and His grace is sufficient for us. God will do what we ask when we seek after His own heart.
How great is God’s grace toward us! We are undeserving of His grace and mercy but He
demonstrated His love for us, that in Him we have redemption through His blood, that we are
lifted up and can stand before Him to sing a heavenly song. What splendid glory! We thank God
for His grace toward us, that we can be a part of the worship ministry and together with the
congregation, witness His awesome power, mighty deeds and presence in our worship to Him.
We also give thanks to each one of those, in the past and present, who has been guiding us in our
spiritual walk and in our singing skills; those who encourage and support, care and pray for us.
Looking Ahead in 2018
In this new year, we ask that God will continue to watch over our worship ministry and each one
of us workers. It is also our hope that more dedicated and gifted brothers and sisters will join us,
glorifying God’s Name together with us.
The power of true worship brings about transformed lives. With a thankful heart, may we
worship God in spirit and in truth in our church, and extend our worship to our homes, our lives
and in our workplace! May His glory manifest through us wherever we go!
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Mandarin Women Ministry
Abby Lin
The women’s ministry was launched in May of 2017, with Abby Lin being the Coordinator and
serving alongside Pastor Paul’s wife Michelle. We grew from a sisters group who met during the
day to an additional one who met in the evening, ministering to the different needs of our sisters.
We give thanks to God for His leading.
In early May when the morning sisters group (about 12 – 16 attendees) started to meet every
Thursday at 10 a.m., our focus was Bible study, with Abby Lin leading the study of the Gospel
of Luke. It was our goal that newcomers and new believers would know more about our faith and
grow spiritually. We give thanks to God for our team of sisters who helped out in leading Bible
study, arranging transportation and preparing meals – Xiang Dong, Yu Hua, Xiu Mei and Lucy.
From September to December, the meeting day changed from Thursday to Tuesday, at 10 a.m.
We were studying the Bible in the odd week, doing the Praise Dance of watching testimonies on
DVDs in the second week, participating in the “Fueling Station for an Active and Vibrant
Lifestyle” (cooking programs and health talks) in the fourth week. We praise and give thanks to
the Lord as we saw our sisters always looking forward to participating and having fun every
week. Our hearts were filled with great joy as we witnessed two seekers attending the Alpha
Course and made a decision for Christ. Praise the Lord!
Starting in 2018, meeting time will remain the same (every Tuesday at 10 a.m.), but we have
made some changes to the programs. Each month there will be 3 Bible study sessions led by
Abby and one session on a special topic led by Pastor Paul and his wife Michelle. We will also
plan a feast or picnic once every 2 months.
The evening sisters group led by Michelle was formed end of May. We have been meeting twice
a month every other Friday at 8 p.m. at different sisters’ residence. The programs for the
meetings mainly focus on topics about life – “Knowing Yourself”, “Family of Origin”, “Self
Image”, “Personal Relationship”, etc.
After the summer holiday, we organized these faith-based talks covering topics like
“Depression”, “Stress Management”, “Love and Accepting Yourself”. The lessons learnt could
be applied to our everyday life. Not only did we get practical help, we were able to reach out to
the seekers. There were 11 to 15 ladies attending the group. We thank God for our team of sisters
- Tian Lin (Leader), Karen, Grace and Ivy (Assistants).
Meeting time from January to June in 2018 remains unchanged (every other Friday at 8 p.m.).
Theme: Resting in God’s Love; Book Study: The 12 Exercises of Love.
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Student Ministry
Rev. John Mah
2017 was a great year at MCAC! We know it is because of God, but it is also because of your
serving, your giving, and your praying that lives have been changed, not just at MCAC but also
around the world.
MCAC Student Ministry focuses heavily all of their programs, planning, and events on 2 strong
values of being: Relational & Missional. As we study scripture, youth culture, and
early/late/extended adolescents; we see that these values are the ones that will help a student
sustain their faith beyond High school, and into University and beyond into Adulthood.
This is defined not by big major programs or events, but by ‘being’ with the students and ‘doing’
life with them. It means communion (which is like community but a lot deeper) and missional
living and mentoring. This happens in small groups of students, not large programs where
students don't even know each other – our intentional ‘small groups’ and ‘mentoring system’
aims at ‘growing large by growing small.’ The focus for our adult counselors/leaders is “to be
present with the students God has placed in our midst.” As God brings us students and new
friends to minister to, our calling is to minister to them and be in communion with them.
We as student ministry practitioners are also called to be culturally informed missionaries to
them - not their best buddy/friend. Affinity (finding belonging) is huge for the adolescents
growing up in the postmodern culture as they are constantly trying to find out where they belong.
We aim at facilitating that in a small, organic, communal, missional groups where they can feel
loved, welcomed and yet have purpose and be on a mission from Jesus where they are actually
making a difference (see our reports under Mission and Discipleship).
Looking into the year of 2017, we had a lot of help sent from above. In the summer, we have
been blessed with Sally Tran and Peony To as our student summer interns. Sally Tran looked
after the Portfolio of Univ/College students while Peony To worked with High schoolers and
Junior highs. While I was gone in Peru for missions, our interns carried the task and held the fort
back at the church with outstanding leadership. They both brought into our ministry young
blood, creativity, and a lot of hard dedicated work to further our summer programs such as: 3
consecutive summer camps, 1 on 1 relationship building outings, leading small groups,
organizing outreach events, and helping me serve in any capacity related to ministry. They were
also trained to preach, teach, and lead bible studies. The summers are really my joy as I get to
work very closely with young aspiring leaders of today’s generation and tomorrows!
Another highlight was holding 2 parenting seminars titled: “Parenting the smartphone
generation” and “Parenting Adult-Kids.” I believe that faith begins at home, and when we win
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with the parents, we will win with their children.
We were so encouraged by the turn out from church brother and sisters + new friends who heard
about our event. From the 2 events, we had over 80 people come out to learn more on parenting
and culture.
Lastly - Thank you for the love and support that you give to people every day. People’s lives are
being changed every day at our church, and it’s all because of God and you! Because of the way
you go beyond yourself to love people, care for people, and reach out to people.

Summer Interns: Anna Jiang, Sally Tran,
Peony To, Joseph Lee.
Summer Camp at Riverview Bible Camp,
Chesley Ontario on August 23, 2017

Crime Awareness day at Celebration Square
on September 30th, 2017

Outdoor Baptism at Erindale Park on June 25th, 2017
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FLUID Student Worship

Rev. John Mah

We understand that in this generation that the students are in, God is calling us to
reach the student at where they are by walking beside them in their journeys.
Even the Apostle Paul in Athens (Acts 17:22-24) understood the Athenian
culture and introduced God in a relevant way that stirred much curiosity, healthy
dialogue and conversation.
The worship service is coined as, “FLUID” taking on the parallel motif from John 4 with the
Samaritan women at the well. We invite anyone regardless of the background with an open door
policy to engage adolescents in dialogue, and tell them about the “living water” so they will
thirst no more, and walk away transformed having met Jesus.
In 2017 as continued, we value the importance of family relationships. We invite ALL parents
and associates to join together in FLUID to experience family worship together. This will foster
a multigenerational approach to faith building, and carries the conversation into the home as
well. I highly encourage you to attend as a nuclear family. (Note from Research: Sticky faith is
a research ministry from Fuller that spans across North America, and one of the items that they
picked up with young people leaving the church was that they did not have an adult/parent
speaking into their lives - cf: www.stickyfaith.org)
Some of the topics/series that we shared about in 2017 are listed as follows:
1. New Years Resolutions
2. The entire book of 1 Corinthians
3. Pastoral Team rotational speaking on the 4 pillars of MCAC: Missions, Discipleship,
Community, and Evangelism.
4. The entire book of Jonah
5. Discipleship
6. New Rules in Singleness, Marriage, Womanhood, Homosexuality and Dating.
God is doing amazing things as I write this report. There have been many new friends that are
being exposed to the gospel; people are bringing their friends – even early on a Sunday morning.
Overall, we are extremely excited to be a part of God’s plan with the student ministry for
MCAC. A special thanks to our SMC: Dennis Ma, Joyce Ng, and Celia Du, and our many
volunteers and parents who make our weekly worship happen.
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Dedication prayer at Fluid worship service for our single girls, young ladies, and Moms
on Feb 26, 2017
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Fellowship: Xara Fellowship

Rev. John Mah

Our Friday night programming strives to find a balance between learning about God ("being")
and living how he calls us to in community ("doing") (James 1:22). Fellowship is the place
where we learn to practice what it means to be a follower of Christ while doing the “one
anothers” as prescribed in the bible. It is also an “open door” opportunity for those new to the
church.
For the year of 2017, Xara fellowship concentrated on presenting autobiographies in buddy
groups to learn more about each other without any judgment and also studied scripture through
devotions and bible studies. Another repeated program in September 2017 was a strong desire to
learn how to outreach to our new friends through evangelism over gym nights by introducing the
Alpha youth videos during halftime.
We concentrated our learning with topical studies such as: Parables of Luke. We looked at
topical themes: Drinking, and Gossip. The group also spent a lot of time planning for the Peru
Fundraiser in sending our team for Missions.
In 2017, God blessed the fellowship with an average weekly attendance of 25 students, 7
counselors (Joe Mang, Cynthia Tsang, Eva Chu, Dennis Ma, Irena Tin, Wayne Chiu, and Lois
Fung). The fellowship student committee members consisted of: Raegan Wong and Daniel Yu
who were our Co-chairs, Angela Chan, Daniel To, Daniel Quan, Kelly Li, Anh Pham Ha, Daniel
Chu,
As carried from the previous years, one of the main initiatives in Xara was to learn how to put
our “faith into action” by learning to be being “Missional” as the “hands and feet” of our
incarnated Jesus. We believe that faith needs to be acted out for it to sink from the head to the
heart – it would be best shown through our deeds. We also participated in several sandwich
runs, and for this year we upgrade to offer “Blessing Bags” which included basic necessity items
for those who are less fortunate.
One example of a connection that we have as a tradition was with V!VA Retirement Homes
located on Thomas St. and Winston Churchill. We spend time with the elderly by singing in
carols as a performance
The biggest highlight for Xara in the summer was the annual Summer Camp where we went
camping to Riverview Bible Camp in Chesley for 3 days, 2 nights. Pastor John Dao from
Brampton Vietnamese Church was our speaker and challenged us to live daily by doing our
spiritual disciplines. Many students brought new friends, and we had the chance to cultivate
deeper relationships and present the Gospel. Thank-you also to the Kitchen volunteers who were
a huge help for us.
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Xara Summer camp at Riverview Bible Camp in Chesley Ontario
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Fellowship: WWJD

Rev. John Mah

“WWJD” is the acronym for “What Would Jesus Do?” We are a Junior High fellowship geared
towards students from grade 6 to 8. We meet every Friday night and spend a lot of time building
relationships, and learning about the Bible. Our programs are mixed with a mixture of teaching,
games, gym nights, outings, outreach, and recreational bonding programs.
There were many ‘new’ and ‘fun’ programs that focused on how Jesus challenges us to live a life
that that is holy and pleasing in His sight and for our teens to reach out to those around them as
well. We continued a teaching series called, “Make the Switch” which focuses on habits that we
carry whether it is good or bad. We believe that Life is full of choices, and the choices we make
are determined by the type of character we'll have. And our character can determine our future.
We also had 1x a month gender nights (small groups divided by gender) where the boys gathered
at Pastor John’s home, while the girls hung out at Square-one food court. Some of the topics
discussed were: “Friends, Secrets, Mirror Mirror on the Wall” for the Girls, and “What it takes
to be a man, Walking with confidence, God’s strongest Man, Winning battle against Lust” for
the boys. Our evaluation of these gender nights was very positive, the students enjoy it, and we
find that they are a lot more open in discussion.
Other highlights of the past year include our many traditions such as: our annual Watergun Fight
and BBT grad dinner in the summer, Movie Night, Cemetery Halloween walk, Indoor Roller
Skating, Youtube review night, and Gym nights.
Many thanks to our counselors: Daphne Ng, Jan so, and Maggie Yu as they continue to support,
plan, and pray for WWJD and being present at our weekly Friday night programs building
relationships and running around. Last but not the least; we would like to thank the faithful
parents who bring their children to our fellowship every week!
The biggest highlight for WWJD in the summer was the annual Summer Camp where we went
camping to Riverview Bible Camp in Chesley for 3 days, 2 nights. Our interns and myself took
turns speaking to challenge our Jr Highs to live with integrity. Many students brought new
friends, and we had the chance to cultivate deeper relationships and present the Gospel. Thankyou also to the Kitchen volunteers who were a huge help for us.
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WWJD Summer Camp @ Riverview Bible Camp, Chesley Ontario
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Worship Music

Joyce Ng

I have been blessed to continue serving as the FLUID worship coordinator. My responsibilities
include: forming and maintaining multiple worship teams and audio visual (A/V) teams,
coordinating training sessions (theology & practice) for both worship and A/V teams,
empowering them to become leaders in both worship and in their daily lives, and mentoring them
about what it means to give praise and worship to the Lord our God.
I am thankful for the FLUID committee who constantly supports this ministry and puts in time
and effort to execute the service each week. It is a blessing to be under the guidance of our SM
Pastor, John Mah who works tirelessly to empower and inspire the congregation in their growth
in each of their faith journeys.
Praise items I would like to lift up to the Lord include the formation of worship, A/V, and usher
teams who rotate weekly to lead the youth congregation on Sundays, and this year’s renewed
focus in mentorship. It is a pleasure to see that not only are students taking on roles in worship,
but also, adults who are new to FLUID, or those returning after graduation, are serving in
FLUID. It is especially a joy to see parents and their children serving together.
Special thanks towards worship leaders (below in bold) for their efforts in leading a worship
team. I also have to recognize Dennis Ma for overseeing the A/V portion of the ministry,
continually mentoring team members to build confidence in executing the A/V portion of the
service. The commitment and dedication of these individuals are integral to FLUID worship.
This year’s worship teams are as follows:
Daniel Yu
Sarah Yang
Isabella Ling
Joyce Ng
Celia Chen
Dennis Ma
Canny Chen
Gina Jiang
Kevin Thai
Cindy Wu
Sherry Cheng
AV: Phillip Chiang
AV: Dominic Tong
AV: Gary Dao

Josh Ng
Cindy Mah
Eva Chu
Jason Li
Kelly Li
Emily Luk
AV: Gloria Ng
AV: Sean Chiu

Joseph Lee
Ivan Chow
Nathan Tse
Daniel To
Dorothy Guan
AV: Paul Lam
AV: Josetta Shum

We are thankful that teams have had the opportunity to serve together to give back to the
ministry with their talents, and in that way bond and fellowship with one another. In this coming
year, we hope to continue training and recruiting this new generation of youths to take up
leadership positions within worship. I look forward to witnessing the growth of each individual
involved in this ministry and pray for the continued support of the parents and their children.
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Discipleship

Rev. John Mah

Being in student ministry, we wear many hats ranging from teacher, professor, coach, counselor,
educator, mediator, advocate, friend, family, parent, pastor, etc. Perhaps one of the most
important roles we play is that of mentor! Discipleship within student ministry is one of the core
elements required to raise up young men and women of God who desire to follow Christ with
their lives.
Individually, we teach and encourage: Spiritual disciplines of quiet time, prayer, and scripture
reading. Also, we have small groups which foster personal growth in studying the bible in
community and a training grounds for service.
Corporately, we teach and encourage through: Pulpit preaching which helps our students take
first steps in spiritual growth. Sunday School is foundational through the study of the bible.
Small Groups are most effective to facilitate spiritual growth through relationships and
accountability. Ministry involvement maximizes spiritual growth as one is put into action from
what they have learned.
With the above programs and structures, our key program is our 2x a month mentoring groups
has an emphasis on multiplication and also one on three with myself. More so, I invite the
mentees to bring me a question and we get a chance to wrestle together theologically, and have
time together to navigate through culture and scripture on next steps.
Jesus had a public ministry that drew large crowds, Yet, his most meaningful and effective
ministry took place in much smaller contexts – healing people, praying in the garden with a
select few of His disciples, the transfiguration, encounters with sinful people, and in other
various exchanges. Discipleship is a lifestyle (not just a program). Jesus knew the power of
investing Himself in the lives of those He came to save. As a result, the disciples were so altered
by Jesus' life and teaching that they gave the rest of their natural lives to perpetuating his work.
True ministry to students requires us to incarnate the presence of Jesus as we walk side by side
with His dearly loved through any type of crisis that may come up.
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Sunday School

Stephen Chong

We are reminded by Paul in 2 Timothy Chapter 3 how dark this world indeed is:
“But mark this: There will be terrible times in the last days. People will be lovers of themselves,
lovers of money, boastful, proud, abusive, disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy,
without love, unforgiving, slanderous, without self-control, brutal, not lovers of the good,
treacherous, rash, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God - having a form of
godliness but denying its power.”
The encouragement comes later in v. 16
“All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in
righteousness, so that the servant of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.”
It is indeed a pleasure and a privilege to work with our teachers this past year (Rev John Mah,
Sandy Chin, Thomas Wong, and Joe Mang) for their passion and dedication. The goal of
shaping minds so they can be our future leaders is a worthy ministry.
Our curriculum included the following topics of study:
• Old Testament Figures (Joshua, Caleb, Ruth, David, Solomon)
• Psalms and Interacting With an Awesome God
• Isaiah
• Jonah
• Matthew
• John
• Acts
• Romans
• 1 Corinthians
• Genesis
• Exodus
This previous spring, the senior class again presented a research project of their choosing which
was well received.
G.K. Chesterton a famous theologian had this quote: “Education is simply the soul of a society
as it passes from one generation to another.”
Let us as a community not have empty soul-less lives.
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Fellowship: Kaleo Fellowship

Rev. John Mah

"Kaleo" (pronounced kal-eh'-o) means in Greek, "to call, to call aloud, to invite, and to salute
one by name." Kaleo is a fellowship geared for University and College Post secondary students
whose mission is to live out the calling set forth by God. 1 Peter 2:21 reminds us the mission of
the fellowship to follow Jesus Christ while living out the Gospel in the transition years of
University/College, "to this you were called because Christ suffered for you, leaving you an
example, that you should follow in his steps."
I love University/College students and value their stage during this transitional time in owning
their faith, and also growing up into the adult stage. Below listed are 2 strong values that we
program towards:
a. Learn to develop skills in reading scripture and allowing it to be a transformational
agent in our lives. In the Summer, we meet 2x a month for bible study in various homes on
various nights to suit everyone’s summer working schedules.
b. Doing life together. During the school year, the programs were minimized to fit the
schedule of out of town students and met on major holidays such as: Thanksgiving,
Christmas, New Years, and Reading week., there were also big large group events that
facilitate social, community, worshipping, and also gathering together in fellowship to learn,
and do life together.
In 2017, we had the following functions: Busyness Workshop, Christian Dating workshop,
Mental Health workshop, Career vs. Calling talks, Praise and Prayer night, Thanksgiving Food
prep/cooking for Open Door at Square One, Downtown Christmas Coffee Run, and Grade 12
welcome day. Throughout the school year, several of our student committee and I would visit
different campuses to bring encouragement and prayers to our students who live far from our
hometown.
In the summer of July, the fellowship went to Guelph Lake Conservation and invited Pastor
Suzie Choi from Mississauga Chinese Presbyterian Church speak at the annual summer camp
about Spiritual Disciplines. Although it was raining non-stop for 3 days, everyone who attended
was challenged by the Gospel to live in a Kingdom focused way.
Special thanks to our student committee who fearlessly engage in meetings face to face + online
meetings even during busy school hours to plan the programs, and direction of Kaleo: Isaac
Chau (Co-Chair), Peony To (Co-chair), Janet To, Joyce Wong, and Angela Chan, and Kevin
Thai as Counselor.
God loves college students and the whole Generation Y, and we have the privilege of serving
them during this pivotal season of life in helping them own their faith.
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Sharing by Cliff Tam on the topic of: Relationships, Dating, and Marriage in February 2017

Food preparation for Open Door (Square One) on October 7th, 2017

Summer Camp at Guelph Lake Conservation on July 21-23, 2017.
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Mission Peru

Angela Chan

Last summer, our church sent a team of nine high school students (Angela Chan, Raegan Wong,
Anh Pham Ha, Karin Suwanda, Rachel Chau, Anica Shum, Kelly Li, Daniel Yu and Daniel To)
and two adult counsellors (Lois Fung and John Mah) on a short-term mission trip to Trujillo,
Peru. Our team decided to volunteer for eleven days to be the hands and feet of Jesus to the
poverty-stricken area. Although we each carried our own fears for the trip, we chose to leave the
comfort zones of our homes in Canada to live out the great commission: to “go and make
disciples of all nations” (Matthew 28:19).
We began preparing for the trip a year in advance by engaging in team bonding activities,
participating in bible studies, learning the Spanish language, collecting clothing and toy
donations, contacting companies for corporate sponsorships and organizing the hugely successful
fundraising dinner. However, this trip would not be possible without the support of our family,
friends and church who played a major role in the preparation process as the senders to our
goers. On May 6th, 2017, our expectations were completely exceeded when we raised around
$14, 000 through our fundraising dinner. This amazing outcome showed God’s goodness, power
and faithfulness.

Our departure from Canada took place on June 28th, 2017 when our friends and family came to
Toronto Pearson Airport to tearfully send us off on our life-changing adventure. The lengthy
plane ride full of anxiety and excitement allowed us to bond with the other teams from Bolton,
Brampton and Thunder Bay that we would share the experience with.
When we arrived in Trujillo, we immediately got settled into the compound we would be staying
in and met all the staff that worked there with our partner organization, Inca Link. We began
working on the physical construction of the daycare centre for children living in poverty by
making bricks, cutting down thorny plants with machetes and paving a road with gravel. We also
helped to rebuild the homes and the hope that had been destroyed by floods and landslides earlier
in the year. However, our work in South America was not limited to physical labour. We also
visited different ministries in the city where we played soccer with teenagers in Mana, made
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crafts with mothers in Amijai, sang and danced with children in Elim, sand-surfed with Inca
Thaki and distributed fruits and conversed with the workers in El Milagro, a local garbage dump.
In all these places, God was present and working. Though the poverty we saw was clear in every
place we went to, the joy and love in the people living there and the people serving them was
even stronger. Physical and spiritual needs were being tended to as God helped us to overcome
the language barrier by sharing His love and grace. Through this experience, each of us gained a
deeper understanding of God’s love and His faithfulness. We matured in Christ, learning to be
more independent individuals, while also becoming more dependent on God.
On top of serving the locals, another major aspect of the trip was
bonding with our brothers and sisters in Christ including the team
members from our church and other churches. Throughout the
eleven days, we were given opportunities to build relationships
through the various teamwork activities and we were able to
connect with those in very different walks of life through our
shared faith in Christ. Within our team, we built strong bonds as
we often engaged in spiritual talks and prayer as we debriefed our experiences after each day.
Our adult counsellors, Lois Fung and Reverend John Mah, guided us with their mature wisdom
to help us overcome the physical, emotional and spiritual challenges we encountered.
Although we left Peru on July 8th, 2017, the mission continues. The
knowledge we have gained from Mission Peru 2017 prepares us to
continue living out the great commission on a local or international
scale. This experience of serving Jesus through serving others has
shaped the mindsets that we will carry forth into the world. Mission
Peru 2017 has made a great impact our each of our lives and we hope
to see many students participate in 2019!
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Welcome Back to the Mission Peru team at Toronto Airport on July 8, 2017
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Children Ministry
Rev. Faith Lee
Vision: Raising up Children to be Disciples of Jesus Christ
Strategy: The combined efforts of the bright light of church and the
love of family will result in children having genuine faith.
Big thanks to God for what He did in MCAC Children Ministry. It is
my big blessing to serve in MCAC. Big thanks and cheer to the
Elders Board, MCAC staff, every Children Ministry and Bible
Quizzing volunteer, and many MCAC brothers and sisters.

SMART GOALS: Together our ministry team worked on SMART Goals 2017 and we gladly
reached our smart goals.

I. Children's Ministry & Bible Quizzing Leadership Teams

Age 4-Grade 6

Ministry Department
Nursery
9:30-12:45 Sunday
Junior & Children Worship
9:30-11:00 Sunday
Junior Kingdom Builder
11:15-12:45 Sunday
Senior Kingdom Builder
11:15-12:45 Sunday
Jumping F.R.O.G & Pioneer Clubs
2nd & 4th Sat from Oct - April
Children Summer Camp & Sport Camp

Grade 7-12

Bible Quizzing

Age 0-2
Age 3-5
Age 3-5
Grade 1-6
Age 4 -Grade 5
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II. Children’s Ministry Department Reports
1. Nursery

Carman Chow & Angelica Lim

In the beginning of 2017, we introduced a structured program in the Nursery, which included
Circle Time (singing common nursery rhymes), Bible story time from the “See What God Made”
curriculum, and praying time with the babies. This 15-minute program not only encouraged
language and interaction skills among babies and volunteers, but also provided a nurturing
environment for babies to have spiritual growth. We thank the following Circle Time facilitators
for helping out: Vicki Chui, Betty Leung, Pastor Faith Lee, Ginny Lee, Angelica Lim, Daphne
Ng, and Sarah Tsang.
Thanks to God! There are 14 babies registered in nursery in 2017. 5 baby boys and 2 baby girls
during English Worship time, plus 3 baby boys and 4 baby girls during Cantonese worship time,
with average attendance of 6 babies from both. The maximum record was having 16 babies in
both sessions.
In 2017, Nursery added Angelica Lim as a member of the Department of Administration. A total
of 36 volunteers served in 2017:
Angelica Lim, Ada Truong, Agnes Yu, Alice Tso, Angela Chan, Angela Poyi Chan, Betty Leung,
Bonnie Wong, Carman Chow, Christine Hou, Daphne Ng, Esther Ng, Esther Lai, Esther Ke,
Elisa Leung, Ginny Lee, Gloria Ng, Isabella Tso, Ivy Truong, Jennifer Yip, Julia Huang, Kara
Wong, Kari Chen, Lucia Ye, Maggie Wong, Marc Wong, Mila Hui, Raegan Wong, Renee Hui,
Ruby Leung, Sarah Tsang, Teresa Ye, Vicki Chui, Yoni Chan, Shirley Sze and Sze Chung Yan.
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2. Junior & Children Worship

Minda Lam

Our Heavenly Father showered upon the Junior and Children Worship Ministry lots of His
wondrous blessings. In the beginning, this lovely group of children were shy, crying due to
separation anxiety, but after a while, we heard laughter as they were playing and learning happily
together. There were even some little kids who would walk over to hug us when they saw us.
These lovable, innocent children are growing day by day, surrounded by love and in a happy
environment. We are greatly encouraged by this.
It is most heartening to see many young brothers and sisters having the burden for children
ministry. With more young people on board serving with us, we see our team is full of energy
and vitality.
It is all God’s grace upon Children Ministry and we give our Heavenly Father all the glory and
honor.
2017 Children Ministry Team
Pastor:
Rev. Faith Lee
Helpers:

Ada Truong, Angela Chan, Daniel To, Daniel Yu, Hong Yu, Isabella Tso, Jeffrey
Sit, Jimmy Chow, Johnny Chan, Michael Lai, Minda Lam, Nathan Tse, Nora Ng,
Raegan Wong, Ruth Chau, Sarah Tsang, Sonia Wong. Sunny Tsai, Vincent
Pornsawanh, Wen Xin, Wendy Mang and Yoni Chan
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3. Junior Kingdom Builders JKB

Olifa Tong

JKB provides Sunday school classes to kids aged 2 ½ to 6 years old while their parents are at the
worship service from 11:15 a.m. to 12:45 p.m.
These 18 young kids are divided into three classes: Preschool, Junior Kindergarten and Senior
Kindergarten. Bible song singing takes place in the Social Hall, Bible story time and craft in the
classroom. Currently, the curriculum being used is from Group, which provides multi-sensory
teaching, e.g. attractive colors and pictures throughout the pages, and this immerses the kids in
deep Bible learning.
During the year, a few extra-curricular activities were organized:
 Monthly family devotion (Sep to April) – Rev. Faith Lee
 Take Home Event (once a year per class, done during Family Devotion) – Rev. Faith Lee.
 Graduation and Fun Day (June) – after the graduation ceremony for the SK kids, all kids
participated in activities such as animal balloon twisting, play dough, tattoo and mini roll
coaster.
 Reading Buddy program resumed in December. Grade 6 students read Bible stories to our
kids on the last Sunday of the month.
It is God’s blessing that we have a team of dedicated volunteers who serve with love and
passion:
Alice Tai, Bonnie Wong, Elaine Wong, Lorraine Lai, Carmen Cheng, Megan
Teachers:
Yau, Gladys Sit, Heidi Tse, Eva Tang, Man Yee Chan and Kylie Ma
Agnes Yu, Becky Jiang, Catherine Wong, Connie Leung, Gloria Leung, Julia
Helpers:
Zhumy, Lisa Zhou, Mila Hui, Rebecca Ho, Simon Tang and Suzanne Jiang
Singspiration Ada Truong, Ahn Ha Pham, Angela Chan, Ann Fan, Man Yee Chan and
Reagan Wong
Leaders:
Corrina Wu, Celia Lo and Olifa Tong
Committee:
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4. Senior Kingdom Builders SKB

Yvonne Ip & May Hsieh

“Train a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not turn from it.”
(Proverbs 22:6)
2017 was a wonderful year for us Senior Kingdom Builders. With God in our hearts, our team –
Children Pastor, department heads, administrators, teachers and assistants worked together to
make SKB a great place for our children. God is the Master of the SKB program; without His
mighty work, our efforts will be in vain.
This year, we continued to use “TruStory”, a curriculum based on a chronological scope and
sequence. According to the publisher’s description about the curriculum, its philosophy is that
the Holy Spirit is God’s chosen teacher.
“Taking Faith Home” from Milestones Ministry is still the source of material for our children’s
daily Bible reading. As indicated by Milestones Ministry, the key features of “Taking Faith
Home” include the following:





Four Key faith practices - caring conversations, devotions, service, and rituals and
traditions
A weekly prayer, Bible verse, mealtime prayer and blessing
Suggested daily Bible readings and hymn for the week
Family Worship, Take It Home Event, summer reading, drawing and writing contests.

In 2016, we had a trial run of “Reading Buddy” program to help children connect with one
another, as well as foster reading habits in our young children. Our feedbacks showed that the
program was well received by children from preschool to JK and SK. So we continued to run the
program in 2017, with children from Grade 6 read to the JKB.
Alice Lok, our Grade 5 Team B teacher, will be welcoming her new baby in January 2018. We
are excited to have a new student joining us. We would like to thank Alice Lok for her faithful
ministry service.
The Bible Contest took place on 28th May and the awards went to the following children:
 Junior (Grade 1 to 3): Aimee Hua
 Senior (Grade 4 to 6): Janice Wong
We give thanks to the Lord for His guidance, leadership and faithfulness. As before, we would
like to name and thank those who have served in the SKB Department. Their dedication and hard
work make this ministry possible. We would also like to thank the parents and children for
attending and participating in all the programs and classes.
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List of individuals served in SKB Department this past year:
Rev. Faith Lee
Pastor:
May Hsieh and Yvonne Ip
Department Heads:
Yvonne Ip, Maggie Chan, Janet To
Administrators:
Mable Chan, Sandy Chin, May Hsieh, Jessica Guan, Joseph Lee,
Teachers:
Timmy Chu, Rosetta Wong, Sarah Yang, Linda Chou, Alice Lok
Gina Jiang, Kelly Li, Steve Chu, Josetta Shum, Jason Li, Gary Dao,
Assistants:
Ivan Chow, Rebecca Law, Peter Chiang, Kirsten Alejandrino
Singspiration Leaders: Joseph Lee, Sarah Yang, Gina Jiang, Alice & Jason Lok
Online Check-in and
Check-out Assistants:

Yiming Wang, Kari Chen, Julia Huang, Daniel Quan, Gianni Tse
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5. Children Summer Camp & Sport Camp

Gladys Sit

Children Summer Camp is an outreach program every year. We had a wonderful Children
Summer Camp this year! We formed a committee in February, and in March we started to
recruit volunteers and promotion.

This year’s theme was “Maker Fun Factory” where kids learnt that they were created by God and
built for a purpose! The Bible Point - God made you, God is for you, God is always with you,
God will always love you, God made you for a reason … Wow!
There were 6 stations set up for the campers this year - Sound Wave Sing & Play Music, KidVid
Cinema, Imagination & Cheers, Game Makers, Bible Discovery, Snack Factory & Mission. The
children were assigned into five different groups - Decker, Tina Termite, Bubba, Skyler and
Abbee. Each group was led by crew leaders as they travelled to each station to explore, learning
about the eternal love of God. Every day kids were learning together, through songs, Bible
stories, games movie, snacks as they explored God’s Love.
152 children joined children summer camp this year, including 123 elementary students and 29
kindergarten kids. 40 children accepted Christ. Praise the Lord! The total number of volunteers
was 106, including 11 kids on the Children Singing Team. This year, we continued to choose
“Operation Christmas Child” to be our Mission Project. We asked every camper and volunteer
to bring a gift to be put in a gift box. We collected a total of 26 gift boxes which was packed
with the blessings of the children. It is so encouraging.
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The Closing Ceremony was held on Sunday, July 16 and all the parents who sent their kids to
our summer camp were invited to come. After the ceremony, non-Christian families were
invited to stay and have a hotdog lunch with us. This gave us an opportunity to talk to them.
Finally, I would like to thank all the volunteers who participated in CSC, with special thanks to
the Committee, Kitchen Team, Station Leaders, Crew Leaders, Singing Team Leaders, AV Team,
After Hour Team, Decoration Team, Photography. We appreciate your ministry service, hard
work and faithfulness as you served together with one heart. Thank you for being a part of this
ministry. Jesus said, "Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom
of heaven belongs to such as these." (Matthew 19:14) May all glory and honor belong to God!
Summary on Children Summer Camp 2017
Date: July 10 – 14, 2017 (Monday to Friday)
Closing Ceremony: Sunday, July 16, 2017
Committee: Pastor Faith Lee
(Advisor)
Esther Chu
(Coordinator)
Gladys Sit
(Coordinator & Plan to Protect)
Erica Quan
(Treasurer)
Becky Jiang
(Promotion & Material)
Megan Yau
(Secretary & Volunteer Handbook)
Michelle Li & Julie Zhu (Registration)

Summer Sports Camp
Summer Sports Camp was held on July 24 to 28. We had 60 registrations and Joseph Lee, the
summer student, coordinated all daily activities – soccer, basketball, ball hockey, games etc.
Each day our campers also learned Bible stories and had devotions. 12 kids accepted Christ. All
who attended had a great time at camp and we are looking forward to running this camp next
year.
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6. Jumping F.R.O.G. and Pioneer Club

Esther Chu

2017 is a big transition for our Children Fellowship from Jumping F.R.O.G. Club to Pioneer
Clubs. We had Jumping F.R.O.G. from January to April, then changed over to Pioneer Club
from September to December. We thank God for all His provision and His great love to all
involved in the ministry!
Jumping F.R.O.G. Children Fellowship from January to April 2017
Jumping F.R.O.G. stands for ‘Fully Rely On God’. Our mission is to help children to put
Christ in every aspect of their life. Our Club Verse is ‘Don’t let anyone look down on you
because you are young, but set an example for the believers in speech, in life, in love, in faith
and in purity.’ (1 Timothy 4:12)We continued the theme of 2016 as ‘Kids Serving Kids’.
Our two theme verses:
God has said, ‘Never will I leave you; never will I forsake you.’ So we say with confidence, ‘The
Lord is my helper; I will not be afraid. What can mere mortals do to me?’ (Hebrews 13:5-6)
Let us hold unswervingly to the hope we profess, for he who promised is faithful. And let us
consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds. (Hebrews 10:23-24)
We are using real life stories around the world together with similar Bible stories to tell the
Truth. We have learnt ‘the need for a Rescuer’ which relates to Jesus calming the storm, ‘the
need for Persistence’, to the parable of the persistent widow, ‘the need for Aid’, to baby Moses
and ‘the need for Safety’, to Joseph and his brother. With the Truth hidden in their hearts, all
froggies can put in practice what they have learnt.
Apart from regular meetings, we had many exciting and unforgettable events. One of the
highlights was Easter Celebrations and Egg Hunt on Mar 26. Our little froggies
enthusiastically searched around for eggs with Bible word puzzle in order to complete a Bible
verse within the shortest time. Rev. Faith also shared with us the message of Easter.
On April 23, we have another kids’ favorite - ‘Mini Olympics’. Our club members competed in
4 games like short run, long jump, high jump & bean bag toss. It was fun and exciting to
participate in the competition and they did their very best for the medals.
This year, there were 40 children registered in the program. Our Committee members are
comprised of Rev. Faith Lee (Advisor), Esther Chu (Coordinator), Heidi Tse (Treasurer and
Registration) and Nora Ng (Administrator). We had a total of 12 dedicated volunteers serving on
the Club Committee - AV team (Benny Chu), Club Leaders (Lu Ping, Tian Lin, Eva Cheng and
Rev. Faith Lee), Club helpers (Eric Yang, Ivy Truong, Nathan Chu, Gloria Ng, Daniel Quan and
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Andrea Latinovic), Office Assistant (Gabrielle Lai). There are 3 Clubs in Jumping F.R.O.G.,
namely Tadpole (Kindergarten), Bull F.R.O.G. (Grade 1 & 2) and Jolly Green & Leopard
F.R.O.G. (Grade 3-5).
Our program runs on the 2nd and the 4th Saturdays from January to April from 4:30 pm to 6:30
pm. It includes Bible story, crafts, games, snacks, prayer, singspiration and gym time.

Pioneer Clubs from September to December 2017
Pioneer Clubs focuses on DELTA - Disciples Equipped for Life Transformation and Action!
If you hold to my teaching, you are really my disciples. (John 8:31)
All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting
and training in righteousness, so that the servant of God may be thoroughly
equipped for every good work. (2 Timothy 3:16-17)
I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full. (John 10:10)
Life
Transformation Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the
renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s
will is – his good, pleasing and perfect will. (Romans 12:2)
Do not merely listen to the word, and so deceive yourselves. Do what it says.
Action
(James 1:22)
Disciples
Equipped for
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The theme of this year is ‘Knowing God’s Love’. We have learnt God’s love through the Bible
and to show God’s love to others. Skill Award (artist, chef) and Games Award (ball games, play
together) are given out. We have added some new exciting components to the curriculum, like
preparing dinner before each meeting. What a treat to everyone in the Clubs! Thank you so
much to our Food Team. We have Bible story, crafts, games, snacks, prayer, singspiration and
gym time in the program, which runs on the 2nd, 4th and 5th Saturdays from September onward,
5:30 pm to 7:30 pm.
We continued to organize special programs for Pioneer Clubs, like Christmas celebration Christmas Movie Night - on Dec 9. We all enjoyed the movie ‘The Legend of the Three
Trees’. Rev. Faith Lee also shared about the true meaning of Christmas. This year, we invited
the kids’ whole family to join the celebration. We thank God for a good time together.
This year, we had 49 children registered in the program. There are 3 clubs within Pioneer Clubs,
namely: Hikers (Kindergarten), Adventurers (Grade 1-3) and Navigators (Grade 4-5)
Our Committee is comprised of the following members.
Advisor
Rev. Faith Lee
Coordinator
Esther Chu
Treasurer &
Heidi Tse
Registration
Secretary
Julia Zhu
Administrator
Nora Ng
Club Committee
Club Leaders: Gladys Sit, Erica Quan, Joshua Hsieh, Robert Hong, Paul Sheung and
Rev. Faith Lee
Club Helpers: Maggie Wong, Nathan Chu, Andrea Wang, Addison Yu, Renee Hui,
Gianni Tse, Sky Ye, Daniel Quan, Teresa Yang, Gabrielle Lai, Ansen
Chan, Ivy Truong
Office Assistant: Stephen Lu
Food Team: Jimmy Chow, Tammy Chan and Mila Hui
Pioneer Clubs offers time-tested, age-appropriate kids’ ministry programs that are Bible-based,
Christ-centered, relationship-focused and fun for everyone involved. The club programs
integrate spiritual and personal development to help todays’ kids learn to follow Christ in every
aspect of life. And the collaborative approach to ministry allows girls and boys to build healthy
relationships with friends, caring adults and, most importantly, Jesus.
Hope that the life of every single kid in the Pioneer Clubs is transformed by our Lord Jesus
Christ! Amen.
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7. Bible Quizzing (Bible Tournament)

Phi Nguyen

These are the teams that represented Mississauga in the quizzing year for 2016-2017.
 Mississauga 1 - Johnny Chan (C) Ezra Chu (CC), Ansen Chan (N), Esther Ke (N)
 Mississauga 2 - Daniel To (C), Jeffery Sit (CC), Joash Ding (N), Gianni Tse (N)
 Mississauga 3 -Nathan Chu (C), Alex Hua (CC), Ivy Truong, Gloria Ng
 Mississauga 4 -Daniel Quan (C), Daniel Chu (CC), James Wong, Aaron Li (N)
 Mississauga 5 - Angela Chan (C), James Mang (CC), Daniel Yu, Anh Pham Ha, Raegan
Wong
 Coaches - Michelle Ho, Isabella Ling, Phi Nguyen, Dominic Tong
Captain (C), Co-captain (CC), New Quizzer (N)
Last year our church had the privilege of sending 5 teams comprised of teams of 4 - 5 quizzers to
the Central Canadian District Bible Quiz held all over Ontario as they studied the book of Luke
from September 2016 to May 2017. Here are just a few of the many amazing achievements our
quizzers worked so hard for last year.







Mississauga 3 came in 3rd overall and Mississauga
1 came in 8th out of 34 teams for the year
Gianni Tse placed 3rd out of 40 new quizzers for
the whole year
For the first time in our history, our church was
able to send two quizzers, Ezra Chu and Nathan
Chu, to represent MCAC and CCD at
Internationals
Nathan Chu finished the year in 2nd place, Ezra
Chu in 5th, and Daniel Quan in 11th out of more
than 140 quizzers
Ezra Chu and Nathan Chu were part of the District
International Teams.

Each week the quizzers gather, study, and memorize their designated chapter and then we have
practice with 6 coaches every Sunday from 11:30 am - 12:30 pm. Together we work with the
quizzers to understand the material they are studying as well as support them in any other aspects
of their lives. We have Pastor Faith, Pastor John, Pastor Franklin, as well as Gay Nell Pyles share
devotionals throughout the year with our quizzers, and occasionally we also have our own
quizzers and coaches share devotions with the class. We are so blessed to have the pastoral staff
as a source of support and encouragement as we move along the material.
Ezra Chu and Nathan Chu, together with the International teams, competed at Crown College at
Minneapolis. Ezra won the Rookie Award.
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Bible Quizzing 2017-2018
Lastly, for the current year we are thrilled to have Johnny Chan, a recently graduated quizzer,
and former coach Cindy Mah join the coaching staff once again as the quizzers study 1 and 2
Corinthians for 2017-2018. We have a total of 9 new quizzers this year and they have all worked
extremely hard and have done exceptionally well along with the older quizzers. As of Quiz 1 and
2 for 2017-2018, all 5 Mississauga teams are placed in the Top 10 out of 32 teams which has
never happened before in the history of MCAC Quizzing!
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III. Others

Rev. Faith Lee

1. Summer Students
We would like to thank Anna Jiang and Joseph Lee for being our Children Counsellors
under the grant from Canada Summer Job. They did a great job helping out in Summer
Camps, in preparing the SKB handbook and the parent online check-in system.
2. Christmas Operation Child & Oct Reaching 3000 for Jesus
A total of 240 shoe boxes were collected. Each box was a very special blessing to a very
special child. Thank you to those who donated. We also continued to give out gospel
tracts to kids on Oct 31.
3. Volunteer Training
We thank Vicki Mar for leading the Ministry to Special Kids training, and for Pastor
Faith who led the mandatory Plan to Protect Refresher course, the Plan to Protect
Refugee and Plan to Protect the Youth course.
4. Joint Sunday Worship
It was a great joy to attend the Joint Service on CSC Parents Sunday, and the December
Christmas & Baptismal Service. There is great value in worshipping God in a family
setting and in seeing all congregations gather together in these special church-wide
occasions.
5. Preaching in Mandarin
I would like to thank the Board for giving me the opportunity to learn Mandarin this year.
I preached to the Mandarin congregation twice and now have more confidence in
reaching out the Mandarin-speaking people.

Heading to 2018
We will continue to train the volunteers to keep up the great job, and to partner with parents to
train children being Christ’s disciples.
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Ping Pong Outreach
Al Chan
We give thanks to God for all His overflow of blessings upon our Ping Pong Ministry in the
year of 2017.
Ping Pong Ministry is an outreach sports program that provides a common platform for ping
pong enthusiasts in Mississauga and nearby Brampton.
We are open once a week on Thursday evenings from 7 PM to 10 PM. We have on average
between 20 — 40 ping pong friends attending this Thursday Ping Pong Night. The median
number of attendees is about 30.
Our objective is to spread Jesus' gospel to all these attending friends. Some of these friends are
from MCAC and others (including churched and unchurched friends) are mainly from the
Mississauga and nearby Brampton community. We have been sowing the gospel seed; we are in
hope that when the time comes for our ping pong friends who are in need of help from our Lord,
our church is ready to welcome and help them.
During Ping Pong Night, we have a 20-minute gospel sharing time, usually using Gospel videos
of some heart-touching testimonies from those who were converted to Christians through Jesus's
mercy during their difficult times when no one was able to help. We also have gospel videos
introducing the historical places of Jesus's footpath as well as some biblical knowledge of
Christianity. During the sharing time, we often promote church activities, such as Alpha,
evangelistic events and other church activities within MCAC.
Our Ping Pong Ministry is directed by a committee comprising the following five members:
Chair
— Al Chan
Vice Chair — Stephen Ho
Member — Dicken Tai
Member — John Chow
Member — David Cheung
We also have some special MCAC ping pong friends helping out:
1. Rick Hung opens the door and helps setting up ping pong tables on a weekly basis
before 7pm on Thursday.
2. Charlotte Cheung helps on a weekly basis to organize and run the recreational tables.
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3. Tomy Leung helps to do gospel sharing on a monthly rotating basis. He is also one of
the team captains. His wife, Kitty Leung, also helps with interpreting when needed.
On top of these special MCAC friends, we also have some special guests who help us in
coaching our ping pong friends.
Zedplin Law (an amateur ping pong player and a licensed ping pong coach in Canada) and his
daughter, Samantha, have done some volunteer coaching in the months of May and June of
2017. We sincerely thank them for their efforts and time.
In the summer months, we organized an in-house friendship tournament where the advanced
level players and beginner players mingled together for friendship and fun. The top four winners
are:
1 st place - Dicken Tai
2nd place - David Wu
3 rd place - Tak Kwan
4th place - John Chow
We pray to our Lord to bring in more unchurched ping pong friends from Mississauga and
nearby Brampton. With God's grace, we can sow the gospel seed for His glory.
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Badminton Outreach
Esmond Cheung
Badminton ministry is open almost all year round, except during these 2 months in the summer
(July and Aug) and during the Christmas season.
The number of participants remains steady, between 20 to 25 people. We have brothers and
sisters from all three languages - English, Cantonese and Mandarin. The number tends to
increase starting in April when the university school year comes to an end.
Rebecca Lui resigned from the ministry early this year and we are now down to 2 people serving.
We welcome any church member who wish to join the ministry.
Last year, there were a few cases of sprained ankle and muscle cramps, which happened mainly
to the newcomers who had not played for a long time. We were a bit nervous as our first aid
knowledge was limited. Thanks to the Lord that they all recovered after a good rest.
On December 19, the last play date of this year, there was a Christmas celebration. Everybody
brought in a snack to share and Pastor Wing Ho gave an interactive sharing about the birth of
Jesus Christ where non-church goers were able to participate in the dialogue. Pastor Wing also
challenged them to come not only to play badminton, but also to attend Sunday service so they
could get to know more about Jesus.
May God’s Word move these people to know and embrace the gospel.
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Property Management Workgroup (PMW)
Eddy Chan
As the property of MCAC (internally or externally) is getting old and need repair/maintenance,
the Property Management Workgroup (PMW) was set up in 2017. Core members of this
workgroup are from the Cantonese, Mandarin and English congregations.
In 2017, projects done included fixing the problems with the retaining wall on the Kennedy
entrance, chopping down a majority of the deceased trees, repairing different areas upon request.
For sure more major and minor projects are coming our way and we need all the help that we can
get.
MCAC is our HOME. The building is over 20 years old and it needs our efforts to be kept in
good shape. Let us all work together for our family home of MCAC!
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Refugee Ministry
Ginger Tey

The MCAC Refugee Ministry has leaped into its second year. 2017 has been an eventful year.

Withdrawing Our Application for the Shatelah Family
Situation




On June 18, the Shatelah family informed Ginger that they just moved to France. Though
it was a treacherous trip, they made it safely as a whole family. They're re-uniting with
their brother in France. However, they regretted moving to France since the living
expenses are too high, and French is difficult to learn. They still preferred to come to
Canada, and asked me if our sponsorship can continue. After some research with the
SAH, our best feasible option is to withdraw our application to sponsor this family.
We submitted our request to withdraw the case on June 26.

Lessons Learned
So we had a second chance to re-think our strategy and pray for God's guidance. There were
some lessons learned here:




The refugee situations are highly fluid and dynamic. They're constantly looking out for
options. Or being pressured into an option without fully counting the cost given the
circumstance.
The processing time is getting longer. During these 15+ months of wait time, anything
could happen given the fluid nature, especially in the case when we don't have a preexisting relationship to build on.
Recently I've had a chance to connect with a few Arabic Christians from Syria and Egypt.
They told me some of their firsthand story of the hardships Christians have to live
through in the middle-east today. A few committee members have expressed desire to
sponsor a Christian family.

Sponsoring the Awasi Family
After many prayerful considerations and guidance from the elders, we decided to submit another
application through BVOR (Blended Visa Office Referral).


Aug 28: C&MA sent us the profile of the Awasi family who satisfies our selection
criteria
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Sep 23: Application submitted to C&MA
Oct 11: Received Pre-NAT (Pre-Notification of Arrival Transmission), which gives us a
rough idea of when the family could arrive
Oct 17: Received NAT (Notification of Arrival Transmission), which informed us that
the family will arrive on Oct 30.
Oct 21: Set up Cultural Awareness training for the refugee ministry team and the church
Oct 30: The Awasi arrived Toronto on Oct 30
Nov 12: Plan to Protect (Refugee version) training for the ministry team

Lots happened in the first 4 weeks:






Applied and signed lease for apartment
Opened bank accounts
Set up cell phone plans
Applied for OHIP
Visited their family doctors and completed necessary blood work & X-ray
o The family can make their own appointment and visit the doctor on their own now
o Arrange specialist referral & appointment
 Furniture & household items collection & moving
 Applied for RAP (Resettlement Assistance Program) as part of the BVOR program
 Applied for CCB (Canada Child Benefit)
They have come to MCAC twice: Dec 16 EM Christmas party and Dec 24 Christmas Eve joint
service

Where are we now?
 Continue to work with the Awasi family: Much of the work and focus has been getting
them settled in Canada and teaching them about finance management. The next focus
area is to help them with the less urgent medical needs (eyes, dental) and provide them
with additional ESL support. We’d also like to connect them with Arabic-speaking
Christians in Mississauga. As we continue to work with them and befriend with them, our
conversations have become richer, which could give us more opportunity to witness
Christ. Please pray for the team as we continue journeying with them, we continue to be
missional and be good witness of Jesus Christ. Pray that God will open the door one day
to share the gospel with them.
 Consider to sponsor persecuted Christians through private sponsorship: As we gain more
experience with the first sponsorship, we pray that God will open door to allow us to
sponsor persecuted Christians that have been knocking on our doors.
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Thank you!
Thank you MCAC! We want to thank everyone’s generous contribution, support, prayer, and
participation. The outpouring of your love and care since the Awasi family’s arrival is
unparalleled.
We have to thank Pastor Melad from Rexdale Alliance Church for his continual support,
providing cultural training and numerous translation help over many appointments.
I’d like to thank the ministry team! We have a fairly big but very committed and engaged team,
each with a different role. You made all this possible.
Finally, praise God who made the impossible possible - all glory to Him!
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Community Service Group
Henry Luk
“You shall be my witnesses, in Jerusalem,
in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” (Acts 1:8)
MCAC Community Service Work Group was formed and a committee was set up in December
2016. The purpose of the Community Service Group (CSG) is to fulfill the mission “Caring
toward the community” by involving MCAC in various activities in the local areas and beyond,
where we demonstrate our love and care, being good citizens in Jesus’ Name.
The CSG Committee consisted of the following members:
- Henry Luk (Chair)
- Alan Kan (Secretary)
- Rev. Faith Lee
- James Zhu
During 2017, the Committee had organized and completed the following projects:
1. Volunteer participation at Mississauga Food Bank Warehouse on March 15th
Total participating church members = 6
2. Volunteer participation at Mississauga Food Bank Warehouse on April 26th
Total participating church members = 15
3. Spring food drive for Mississauga Food Bank
Total food collected = 370 lbs
4. Community lunch at Salvation Army Center at 2460 Collegeway on Oct 7th
a. Guest R.S.V.P. = 98
b. Attending guests = 50
c. Total participating church members = 36
5. Christmas food drive for Mississauga Food Bank
Total food collected = 400 lbs
Thanks to the following brothers and sisters for their zealous support:
Francis Wong, Janice Wong, Cardinale Ling, Irene Chu, Rosanna Rumyee, Eddie Chui, Michael
Lui, Tomy Leung, Kitty Leung, Andrew Yu, Alice Yu, Joseph Yu, Joseph Mang, Anita Kwan,
Jimmy Chow, Richard Chan, Vivian Lau, Sam Lau, Sally Chung, Paul Wong, Kitty Cheng,
Estella Chin, John Chow, Christine Fung, Wendy Mang, Liza Kwan, Rebecca Chu, Sandra O,
Elaine Wong, Andy Leung, Simon Mok, Ron Tsang, Tony Man, Mei Mei Chan, Teresa, Ginger
Tey, Jason Lok, Alice Tsai, Dave Yu, Jimmy Tan, Alex Yu, Joshua Hsieh and Karen Yeung
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All projects and goals for 2017 were achieved and completed smoothly. The community
projects gave us the opportunity to touch, feel and serve the real needs in our neighborhood.
This expanded our horizon as well as extended our ministry beyond the four walls of the church
building. MCAC has become more aware of and shown our care for the people around us.
Going forward, we will continue our vision – “Care to LINK” and become more proactive to
share God’s grace and love. We use our best effort to uphold justice and compassion to the local
areas and beyond as these are fundamental values and commands from our Lord Jesus Christ.
CARE TO:

Local community
Individual involvement
Neighborhood community
Kosmos κόσμος community (world)

Volunteers at Mississauga Food Bank
Warehouse (March 15th)

Volunteers at Mississauga Food Bank
Warehouse (April 26th)

Volunteers at Salvation Army Center at 2460 Collegeway (Oct 7th)
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Missions Working Group
Rev. John Mah

Introduction
Jesus told us to “go and make disciples of all nations” (Matthew 28:19). The Christian and
Missionary Alliance was built on this foundational command and has lived it out since the 1800s.
Our founder, A.B. Simpson said that The Christian and Missionary Alliance “stands particularly
for the great work of world-wide evangelization." He deemed it "our supreme trust.”
Jesus motivates us to go, to live on mission, aiming to be a Christ-centered, Spirit-empowered,
Mission-focused movement. With the charge directly from our King, Savior, and Lord… we
respond.
MCAC has many first initiatives such as the addition of Church Wide Working Groups. I have
the privilege to be a part of the inception with the Church Wide Missions Working Group
(CWMWG) as their chair and pastoral representative.
We started with a blank slate and officially had our first meeting in November 2016. We spent a
couple of months finalizing our Terms of Reference, Purpose, and Parameters as we vision and
prayed together while asking the question, “What would MCAC look like for Missions 2017 and
beyond?”
The purpose of the Missions Work Group is to fulfill the mission to be “zealous in missions” by
educating, training, equipping, and directing MCAC in missionary involvement, prayer, and
giving. The end goal is to create an environment of missionary involvement and passion
amongst MCAC members of all ages, and congregations.
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Team Members
Rev. John Mah (Chair)
Emily Yu
David Yu
Sofie Chan
Rebecca Lui
Rebecca Ye

Seamless Link with Ricky Sanchez
One of the initiatives that we started as our first
project was to participate in a Seamless Link
agreement. Seamless Link is a program designed to
provide opportunities for churches to engage with
C&MA International Workers (IW) in shared
ministry overseas and in Canada. MCAC has
committed to a Seamless Link agreement with Ricky
Sanchez who works in the Desert Sand Region and
Silk Road Region with the target population to the
North African People Group. His vision is to see a
dynamic community of believers established in his
area of ministry. He will be joining two respective
teams on the field with the same vision and labour
together by developing a culturally relevant,
indigenous movement of reproducing kingdom
communities.
MCAC has committed to a 2-year Seamless Link agreement with Ricky Sanchez where MCAC
will support him through: prayer, financial support, and Pastoral care and encouragement.
JMC 2017
The CWMWG was involved with organizing for MCAC the Joint Missions Convention held at
Mohawk College, Hamilton on August 4-7, 2017. The theme was, “From the Deeper Life to the
Overflowing Life.” The English speaker was Rev. Gordon Smith, President of Ambrose
University. The Chinese speakers were: Rev. Dr. Gordon Sau Wah Siu from North Point
Alliance Church (HK), and Rev. Dr. Cyrus O.K. Lam from Gospel Operation International.
Thank you to Mabel Shum and Phobe Hau, for making creative videos and promotions in
spurring on our brothers and sisters into registration and attending.
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Missions Month Planning for 2018
In the past many years of MCAC, the mission’s month was typically held in the month of
November. After much discussion, the CWMWG decided along with the Pastors to postpone the
mission month to the month May of 2018 so we can give it more concentration and
effectiveness.
Mission Peru (For Youth)
See the report write up by Angela Chan under Student Ministries.
Mission Mexico 2018 Planning
One of the initiatives that our CWMWG wanted to work on was to create a new mission trip
where participants from all congregations can partner together. Why did we choose Mexico City
as a short-term mission trip with Rev. Victor and Betty Chin. We already have an established
relationship to Victor and Betty (IWs) through JMC 2017, and also English Ministry special
guest speaking to the small groups. Additionally, they are local Canadians sent from an
established Chinese Church in Scarborough. More so, they are good friends with our pastors
from MCAC. Therefore, after a time of prayer, and also looking at various trips, we were
continually brought back with interest towards our connection with Victor and Betty. We made
official contact with them at the end of 2017, and shared what we were looking for in a trip,
“Short term missions with a long-term relationship.” Both Victor and Betty Chin also agreed the
matching of ministry philosophies would bring us closer in unity.
The diverse part of the trip will allow several language groups, namely: Cantonese, English, and
also Mandarin congregations from MCAC to participate equally in this trip. As of now, the trip
is deep in planning, members are being trained, and a comprehensive report will be given in the
2018 annual report.
Set up Kairos Course for 2018 Feb.
CWMWG believes that further and deeper education into the topic of Missions would help our
church effectively live out the Great Commission. Planning started in the fall of 2017 with the
start date of January 2018. We were blessed with over 25 sign-ups for the course ranging from:
Students to all 3-language congregations. Kairos is a nine- lesson interactive study of the
unchanging purpose and plan of God from Genesis to the end of the age. Kairos helps you take a
fresh look at scripture and understand it, and all of history, from God’s perspective. It calls you
to a truly biblical worldview, challenge you to embrace God’s vision, and equip you to find your
place in God’s mission. Kairos is more than a course – it is part of a worldwide movement to
mobilize the global church into mission with God. As of now, the course is in effect, our
students are attending weekly on Thursday nights, and a comprehensive report will be given in
the 2018 annual report.
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God's Grace

回顧主恩

In Retrospect

Thank You and Future Plans
I would like to take this time to thank our entire Missions team for taking their passions and
turning it into reality. When we started this group, we had a clean slate to work with, 12 months
later we have the opportunity to be a part of a Kairos course, go to Mexico, and be involved with
planning other events. Thank-you also to our faithful church members who love Jesus and His
mission in your generous support of Missions both in prayer and in finances. In the meantime,
we are planning another trip in the year of 2019, along with going back to Peru, and other
exciting initiatives. All glory and honor go to our King – Jesus!
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AE0001

$50.00

CH0013

$4,169.17

CS0065

$335.00

GR0005

$120.00

AH0002

$1,363.00

CH0016

$3,700.00

CS0066

$200.00

GS0001

$590.00

AH0003

$75.00

CH0017

$1,480.00

CT0006

$6,500.00

GT0001

$2,700.00

AK0002

$750.00

CH0018

$6,466.80

CT0018

$37.00

GX0001

$1,000.00

CA0002

$11,150.00

CH0019

$100.00

CW0002

$12.20

GY0002

$1,520.00

CA0010

$840.00

CI0003

$2,690.00

CW0007

$750.00

HC0007

$900.00

CA0017

$280.00

CJ0003

$3,000.00

CW0009

$1,000.00

HC0014

$9,000.00

CA0022

$780.00

CJ0008

$1,300.00

CW0012

$1,290.00

HC0019

$20.00

CA0034

$50.00

CJ0010

$140.00

CW0024

$220.00

HD0003

$440.00

CA0035

$100.00

CJ0038

$200.00

CW0025

$2,100.00

HG0001

$7,260.00

CA0036

$1,000.00

CJ0039

$50.00

CW0027

$30.00

HH0001

$3,900.00

CB0004

$6,000.00

CK0006

$2,200.00

CW0032

$840.00

HH0003

$15,000.00

CB0006

$735.00

CK0009

$3,600.00

CW0033

$190.00

HH0004

$1,060.00

CB0008

$100.00

CK0021

$13,000.00

CX0003

$50.00

HI0002

$50.00

CB0012

$4,000.00

CL0006

$2,800.00

CY0016

$1,450.00

HJ0010

$7,000.00

CC0016

$1,270.00

CL0012

$125.00

CY0020

$4,660.00

HJ0013

$400.00

CC0020

$6,000.00

CM0034

$200.00

CY0021

$4,000.00

HK0005

$6,572.00

CC0021

$5,000.00

CP0001

$11,500.00

CY0032

$120.00

HK0008

$520.00

CC0026

$20.00

CP0012

$2,000.00

CY0033

$40.00

HK0012

$50.00

CC0028

$900.00

CP0021

$3,300.00

CZ0001

$50.00

HK0013

$3,300.00

CC0031

$3,138.00

CP0024

$2,400.00

CZ0003

$2,000.00

HM0002

$590.00

CC0032

$2,120.00

CP0032

$50.00

DC0001

$600.00

HM0006

$70.00

CC0035

$2,730.00

CP0034

$100.00

DC0003

$120.00

HN0004

$1,030.00

CC0037

$100.00

CP0035

$200.00

DE0001

$500.00

HN0005

$1,490.00

CD0004

$200.00

CR0002

$14,000.00

DG0001

$470.00

HP0001

$6,310.00

CD0007

$8,805.00

CR0003

$1,600.00

DH0001

$530.00

HR0001

$1,200.00

CD0014

$925.00

CR0007

$1,000.00

DK0001

$15,500.00

HR0002

$3,600.00

CE0001

$5,300.00

CR0010

$6,240.00

EG0001

$505.00

HR0005

$3,400.00

CE0004

$5,150.00

CR0014

$2,400.00

FA0001

$1,320.00

HR0006

$50.00

CE0020

$10,400.00

CR0020

$120.00

FA0002

$20.00

HS0007

$210.00

CE0023

$2,400.00

CR0021

$2,250.00

FB0001

$1,850.00

HT0004

$55.00

CE0030

$1,150.00

CS0001

$13,000.00

FB0003

$520.00

HW0002

$3,500.00

CE0031

$995.00

CS0007

$2,160.00

FC0005

$980.00

HX0001

$260.00

CE0035

$20.00

CS0026

$8,600.00

FC0007

$1,079.00

HX0002

$10.00

CF0005

$1,600.00

CS0027

$1,100.00

FD0001

$60.00

IA0003

$8,600.00

CF0015

$1,970.00

CS0030

$4,420.00

FD0002

$60.00

IA0005

$600.00

CF0019

$100.00

CS0051

$530.00

FL0003

$1,500.00

JJ0004

$4,800.00

CG0007

$1,100.00

CS0055

$410.00

FT0002

$2,500.00

KA0004

$9,500.00

CG0010

$20.00

CS0058

$3,806.00

FW0002

$960.00

KA0005

$920.00

CH0010

$2,200.00

CS0062

$800.00

GB0001

$1,040.00

KA0008

$540.00

CH0011

$3,600.00

CS0063

$950.00

GC0002

$60.00

KB0003

$1,000.00
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KB0006

$20.00

LJ0003

$400.00

LS0046

$2,000.00

NC0009

$2,400.00

KJ0008

$1,590.00

LJ0005

$940.00

LS0047

$390.00

NH0005

$1,000.00

KK0003

$230.00

LJ0010

$5,100.00

LS0052

$700.00

NJ0003

$100.00

KK0005

$500.00

LJ0023

$1,545.00

LS0053

$1,814.85

NJ0004

$200.00

KL0003

$7,850.00

LJ0032

$240.00

LS0055

$20.00

NL0003

$1,450.00

KL0004

$30.00

LJ0034

$60.00

LS0058

$1,240.00

NL0004

$2,250.00

KP0001

$15.00

LJ0039

$1,240.00

LS0059

$2,100.00

NN0001

$20.00

KT0003

$71.00

LK0007

$1,000.00

LT0004

$4,780.00

NP0001

$200.00

KW0002

$620.00

LK0010

$593.00

LT0022

$20.00

NR0003

$550.00

KW0004

$600.00

LK0021

$600.00

LV0007

$410.00

ONT002

$500.00

KY0004

$2,910.00

LK0022

$10,765.00

LV0009

$770.00

PB0002

$55.00

KY0005

$1,450.00

LK0033

$190.00

LV0010

$800.00

PF0002

$6,445.00

KY0006

$100.00

LK0034

$2,500.00

LV0011

$140.00

PM0002

$20.00

LA0009

$4,990.00

LK0036

$150.00

LW0006

$1,200.00

PO0001

$430.00

LA0026

$2,000.00

LK0042

$560.00

LW0009

$400.00

PP0001

$300.00

LA0038

$1,650.00

LL0013

$7,500.00

LW0021

$100.00

PP0003

$1,300.00

LB0003

$9,000.00

LL0031

$200.00

LX0005

$200.00

PR0001

$4,400.00

LB0016

$3,793.58

LL0032

$340.00

LY0012

$948.00

PS0006

$160.00

LC0007

$770.00

LM0016

$4,500.00

LY0014

$1,800.00

QJ0001

$2,549.00

LC0008

$350.00

LM0021

$2,847.94

LY0016

$110.00

QL0001

$695.00

LC0024

$4,200.00

LM0023

$2,000.00

LY0018

$290.00

QN0001

$8,900.00

LC0026

$5,110.00

LM0034

$40.00

LY0020

$580.00

QW0001

$60.00

LC0047

$195.00

LM0036

$40.00

LY0021

$100.00

RJ0001

$30.00

LD0007

$4,079.00

LM0038

$40.00

MA0001

$500.00

RJ0002

$130.00

LD0014

$60.00

LN0004

$600.00

MC0002

$240.00

RR0002

$1,670.00

LE0003

$5,200.00

LN0009

$2,525.00

MD0005

$500.00

SA0007

$6,710.00

LE0012

$10.00

LO0001

$400.00

MD0007

$20.00

SB0004

$500.00

LE0014

$2,810.00

LP0012

$100.00

MJ0001

$12,015.00

SC0003

$450.00

LE0019

$1,950.00

LP0055

$40.00

MJ0002

$4,200.00

SC0007

$1,000.00

LE0020

$40.00

LP0056

$800.00

MJ0004

$1,700.00

SC0008

$2,000.00

LE0024

$95.00

LP0057

$2,300.00

MJ0008

$15.00

SC0009

$2,340.00

LF0006

$4,970.00

LP0060

$100.00

MP0001

$2,400.00

SC0010

$200.00

LF0014

$40.00

LQ0004

$840.00

MP0002

$70.00

SC0011

$280.00

LG0001

$9,395.00

LR0006

$3,750.00

MT0002

$1,900.00

SC0012

$600.00

LG0006

$3,300.00

LR0009

$4,320.00

MW0001

$7,650.00

SE0002

$80.00

LG0014

$200.00

LR0012

$800.00

MW0005

$150.00

SF0007

$660.00

LH0001

$10,000.00

LS0006

$2,400.00

NA0005

$380.00

SF0008

$1,589.16

LH0015

$600.00

LS0015

$700.00

NB0001

$340.00

SF0009

$150.00

LH0020

$1,100.00

LS0031

$130.00

NC0005

$1,840.00

SH0006

$615.00

LH0024

$1,240.00

LS0032

$2,632.00

NC0007

$2,520.00

SH0009

$50.00

LH0026

$2,000.00

LS0039

$11,495.00

NC0008

$950.00

SH0010

$250.00
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SJ0006

$490.00

SJ0008

$3,943.00

SJ0011
SK0005

Amount

Code

Amount

TM0011

$200.00

TN0001

$2,850.00

WM0013

$50.00

YK0010

$5,150.00

WM0014

$650.00

YK0013

$7,950.00

$7,080.00

TP0007

$2,600.00

TP0008

$1,040.00

WM0015

$1,287.82

YK0015

$5,500.00

$130.00

WP0003

$4,800.00

YM0006

$860.00

SK0007

$4.35

TP0009

$5,980.00

WP0011

$450.00

YM0012

$5,000.00

SK0009

$30.00

TR0005

$3,000.00

WS0001

$640.00

YM0014

$150.00

SK0010

$100.00

TS0013

$4,730.00

WS0014

$3,000.00

YP0001

$850.00

SL0004

$1,350.00

TS0014

$700.00

WS0023

$40.00

YP0003

$410.00

SL0006

$5,000.00

TS0015

$120.00

WT0001

$5,800.00

YP0005

$500.00

SL0009

$240.00

TS0016

$10.00

WW0007

$1,800.00

YP0006

$2,490.00

SM0005

$600.00

TS0017

$100.00

WW0011

$4,500.00

YR0004

$1,300.00

SM0006

$830.00

TV0002

$15.00

WW0013

$2,340.00

YR0006

$40.00

SM0010

$100.00

TW0002

$1,200.00

WX0001

$750.00

YS0012

$840.00

SR0009

$5,750.00

TW0006

$100.00

WY0007

$1,440.00

YS0016

$1,000.00

SS0021

$960.00

TY0003

$630.00

WY0009

$810.00

YS0017

$40.00

SUSPENT

$26,643.15

TY0013

$400.00

WY0012

$2,200.00

YT0001

$200.00

SW0002

$4,500.00

TY0014

$100.00

WY0013

$655.00

YV0002

$8,000.00

SW0011

$3,600.00

TY0015

$110.00

XK0001

$120.00

YW0009

$60.00

SX0002

$230.00

VJ0001

$940.00

XY0001

$2,970.00

YX0002

$435.00

SY0001

$6,000.00

WA0006

$500.00

YA0001

$4,860.00

YY0001

$520.00

SZ0002

$100.00

WA0015

$100.00

YA0002

$4,740.00

YY0003

$1,630.00

TA0001

$11,500.00

WB0002

$1,000.00

YA0005

$950.00

YZ0002

$20.00

TA0002

$1,830.00

WB0005

$800.00

YA0009

$360.00

ZA0002

$550.00

TA0004

$5,650.00

WC0013

$840.00

YA0010

$955.00

ZA0003

$600.00

TA0019

$390.00

WC0023

$1,000.00

YB0001

$2,680.00

ZD0003

$20.00

TA0021

$2,000.00

WC0030

$300.00

YC0006

$1,100.00

ZF0001

$575.00

TC0012

$200.00

WD0004

$2,335.00

YC0007

$770.00

ZL0003

$50.00

TD0006

$500.00

WE0002

$5,400.00

YC0011

$40.00

ZM0004

$155.00

TF0002

$150.00

WF0003

$3,150.00

YC0013

$550.00

ZX0004

$2,240.00

TG0002

$2,300.00

WF0009

$1,340.00

YC0016

$30.00

ZX0007

$1,140.00

TH0001

$5,450.00

WG0003

$700.00

YC0020

$605.00

TJ0001

$6,600.00

WH0002

$120.00

YC0022

$500.00

TJ0007

$660.00

WH0005

$20.00

YD0004

$5,400.00

TK0011

$730.00

WH0010

$100.00

YD0007

$60.00

TL0002

$2,200.00

WH0011

$160.00

YE0002

$160.00

TL0008

$12,000.00

WI0002

$8,999.00

YE0003

$350.00

TL0010

$540.00

WJ0022

$25.00

YF0002

$835.00

TL0011

$55.00

WK0007

$7,000.00

YG0003

$50.00

TM0001

$12,900.00

WK0021

$10.00

YG0006

$8,490.00

TM0003

$1,200.00

WL0017

$540.00

YJ0006

$2,160.00

TM0004

$1,504.00

WL0018

$130.00

YJ0007

$2,250.00
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Active Members List
(Revised on Feb 10, 2018)
1.

翁嘉鳳

ALEJANDRINO KIRSTEN

44. 周灝恩

CHAU ISAAC

87. 招黃念蓉

CHIU LANA

2.

陳雪兒

CHAN ADRIENNE

45. 朱區笑霞

CHAU LOUISA

88. 趙振華

CHIU RANDY

3.

陳少倫

CHAN ALAN

46. 周吳靜儀

CHAU MANDY

89. 趙錫原

CHIU RAYMOND

4.

陳明樂

CHAN ALEXANDER

47. 周凱恩

CHAU RACHEL

90. 趙尚

CHIU SEAN

5.

陳子江

CHAN ALOYSIUS

48. 朱振輝

CHAU RANDY

91. 趙施可珍

CHIU SEE HO CHUN

6.

陳郭慧慈

CHAN AMY

49. 朱慧賢

CHAU RUTH

92. 招漢相

CHIU SIMON

7.

陳昕亮

CHAN ANDY

50. 陳錦萱

CHEN EMILY

93. 趙尹

8.

陳安樂

CHAN ANGELA O.

51. 陳剛

CHEN GALEN

94. 曹嚴秀媚

9.

陳葉玉娟

CHAN ANITA

52. 陳仙兒

CHEN JANET

CHAN ANNIE

53. 陈佳生

CHEN JASON

95. 曹仲屏

10. 陳安怡

CHIU WAYNE
CHO CATHERINE SAUMEI
CHO CHUNG PING

11. 陳陳佩英

CHAN ANNIE

54. 陳麗

CHEN LILY

96. 曹兆雄

CHO KELVIN SIU HUNG

12. 陳浩明

CHAN ANTONIO

55. 陳朗瑜

CHEN MELODY

97. 蔡鎮輝

CHOI ANDY

13. 陳婉華

CHAN BECKY

56. 陳祥凱

CHEN XIANG KAI

98.

CHONG HIRAM

14. 陳余芷玲

CHAN CECILIA

57. 鄭嘉雯

CHENG CARMEN

99. 莊陳鈺翹

CHONG STEPHANIE

15. 陳詠倫

CHAN CECILIA

58. 鄭達仁

CHENG DANIEL

100. 張德永

CHONG STEPHEN

16. 陳寶倩

CHAN CINDY

59. 鄭會業

CHENG DICK

101. 周劉芷曦

CHOW CARMAN

17. 林美玲

CHAN CONNIE

60. 鄭少儀

CHENG EMILY

102. 周美霞

18. 陳少雄

CHAN DENNIS

61. 鄭梁文秀

CHENG KITTY

19. 陳迪強

CHAN EDDY

62. 鄭小鴻

CHENG LINDA

104. 周國天

CHOW ESTEE
CHOW JIMMY, YUENPING
CHOW JOHN

20. 陳智玲

CHAN GRACE

63. 鄭容翠芬

CHENG PEGGY

105. 張穎儀

CHOW JOYCE

CHENG SHERRY XUEER

106. 周頌諾

CHOW MARCO
CHU BENNY

21. 陳暿文

CHAN HI MAN HAGEMAN

64. 鄭雪兒

103. 周遠平

22. 陳嘉儀

CHAN JACITA

65. 鄭妙卿

CHENG WINNIE

107. 朱智剛

23. 陳鎮河

CHAN JAMES

66. 張禮傑

CHEUNG AARON

108. 朱佑祈

CHU DANIEL

CHEUNG CECILIA

109. 朱陳瑞儀

CHU ESTHER
CHU EVA

24. 陳寶俊

CHAN JOHNNY

67. 張周麗德

25. 陳吳佩珠

CHAN JUDY

68. 張姚雅文

CHEUNG CORA

110. 朱映樺

26. 陳國華

CHAN KWOK WAH

69. 張國權

CHEUNG DAVID

111. 朱希正

CHU EZRA

CHEUNG ESMOND

112. 朱趙麗金

CHU HEIDI

CHEUNG JUDIE

113. 朱先宇

CHU HSIEN-YU

CHEUNG KEVIN

114. 朱林顏楓

CHU IRENE
CHU KAM HUNG

27. 陳劉美寶

CHAN MABLE

70. 張耀明

28. 陳許琦

CHAN MAGGIE

71. 張幗娣

29. 陳佩霞

CHAN MANDY

72. 張逸熙

30. 陳王麗嫦

CHAN MAY

73. 張黃麗賢

CHEUNG LELIAN

115. 朱錦雄

31. 陳忠立

CHAN PAUL

74. 文張鳳瑩

CHEUNG PAT

116. 朱天祈

CHU TIMMY

CHEUNG PAULA

117. 徐向榮

CHUI EDDIE
CHUI FELIX

32. 陳耀輝

CHAN PHIL

75. 張楊雪瑛

33. 陳寶兒

CHAN PO YI (ANGELA)

76. 余張瑞蓮

CHEUNG SHUI LIN

118. 徐子殷

34. 陳世賀

CHAN RICHARD

77. 張植旻

119. 徐陳美美

CHUI FLORA

120. 徐永恆

CHUI KEVIN

121.

79. 江麗麗

CHEUNG TERRENCE
CHEUNG WAI HING
(PAN)
CHIANG JACQUELINE

CHUI VICKI

CHIANG PETER

122. 鍾燦棉

80. 江孝璋

CHUNG CHAN MIN

81. 江孝賢

CHIANG PHILIP

123. 鍾浣琴

CHUNG SALLY

82. 錢秀儀

CHIN ESTELLA

124. 鍾惠玲

CHUNG WYNNIE

83. 陳素娟

CHIN SANDY

125. 譚何亦容

DAM HA DIEC DUNG

84. 趙陳少娟

CHIU CHRISTINA

126. 陶劉藹美

DAO AMY

85. 趙李愷琪

CHIU EVA

127. 陶嘉良

DAO GARY

86. 趙福勝

CHIU FRANCIS

128. 陶君毅

DAO KENNETH

35. 陳錦榮

CHAN ROY

36. 陳韶茜

CHAN SELINA

37. 陳焯民

CHAN SIMON

38. 陳葉紅
39. 陳玉貞
40. 陳子聰

CHAN SOFIE
CHAN SONIA
CHAN STANLEY

41. 陳文韜

CHAN THOMAS

42. 朱頌基

CHAU BARUCH

43. 周桂超

CHAU CLARA

78. 張偉興
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129. 鄧舜誼

DENG SHERRY

172. 何偉雄

HO HERBERT

215. 蔣高松

JIANG JOHN

130. 陳福泰

DING HOCK TAI

173. 何譚佩琼

HO ISABELLA

216. 蔣丽娟

JIANG LI JUAN

131. 陳詩韵

DING JULIANNA

174. 何鄭燕玲

HO JUNE

217. 蔣秀琴

JIANG XIU QIN

132. 陳陳素雲

DING TAN SOCK HOON

175. 何麗施

HO LAI SZE AGNES

218.

JIN MARGARET

133. 余詩敏

DU CELIA

176. 何劉莉莉

HO LILY

219. 簡詠晞

KAN ALAN

134. 杜風貞

DU FENG ZHEN

177. 何詠恩

HO MICHELLE

220. 簡國輝

KAN KOK FAI

135. 吳高月琼

ENG GRACE

178. 何澧菀

HO NAI-YUEN

221. 柯健

KE JESSE

136. 范鄭啟燕

FAN ANGELA

179. 何慕儀

HO REBECCA MO YEE

222. 高芷慧

KO ADA

137. 范可禮

FAN ANGUS

180. 何國強

HO STEPHEN

223. 江靜文

KONG SYLIA

138. 范毛鳳安

FAN ANN

181. 何詠詩

HO TIFFANY

224. 梁江瑞霞

KONG WILLA SHUI HAR

139. 范穎恩

FAN ANNABEL

182. 何永祥

HO WING CHEUNG

225. 阮漢雯

KOO ANGIE

140. 范其惠

FAN ARTHUR

183. 何永堅

HO WING KIN

226. 顧夏青

KOO BO

141. 簡范麗屏

FAN BRENDA

184. 梁歐瑞麗

HONG AU THOAI LE

227. 關倩紅

KWAN ANITA

142. 范嘉敏

FAN DENISE

185. 何黃麗娟

HONG CECILIA

228. 關俊

KWAN CLEMENT

143. 范卓筠

FAN ELIZABETH

186. 梁翠如

HONG KARMEN

229. 張靜

KWAN LIZA

144. 范潘愛群

FAN POON OI KWAN

187. 梁雄光

HONG QUANG

230. 關耀芬

KWAN STEPHEN

145. 范卓偉

FAN SAMUEL

188. 何國敏

HONG ROBERT

231. 關偉智

KWAN WAI CHI

146. 范俊輝

FAN TERENCE

189. 侯莫慧儀

HOU IRENE

232. 關綺文

KWAN YVONNE

147. 霍李雪芬

FOK ANNIE

190. 侯裕輝

HOU MICHAEL

233. 郭嘉穎

KWOK KAREN

148. 方焌鏗

FONG CHRISTOPHER

191. 謝如信

HSIEH JOSHUA

234. 郭柏韜

KWOK PAK TO

149. 方廖綺殷

FONG LIANNE

192. 許佐倩

HSU PAULINE

235. 郭佩芳

KWOK PUI FONG

150. 馮致恩

FUNG ARIANE

193. 許王月卿

HUA ANH

236. 羅玉梅

LA MAY

151. 馮錦蓮

194. 許志強

HUA CHI CUONG

237. 賴均濼

LAI BARRY

195. 華文婷

HUA WENDY

238. 黎澤深

LAI CHAK SUM

153. 馮致臻

FUNG BERTA
FUNG CHRISTINE CHING
HAN
FUNG DOMINIC

196.

HUANG SIMSON

239. 賴錦謂

LAI CHIN

154. 馮致叡

FUNG LOIS

197. 黃秀娥

HUANG XIE NGOC

240. 黎錦儀

LAI JESSIE

155. 何馮六妹

FUNG TERESA LUK MUI

198. 黄新愛

HUANG XIN AI

241. 黎偉棠

LAI MICHAEL

156. 高紅

GAO JESSICA

199. 許玉樹

HUI GARY

242. 黎紹華

LAI PATRICK

157. 高志才

GAO ZHI CAI

200. 許梁寶珠

HUI LORRAINE

243. 黎潘瑞玲

LAI ROSANA

201. 許阮妙娜

HUI MILA

244. 黎耀裘

LAI VINCENT, YIU-KAU

202. 許國良

HUI RAYMOND

245. 林穎珮

LAM BONNIE

203. 許春鴻

HUI RICKY

246. 林昊汶

LAM DANIEL

204.

HUI STEPHANIE

247. 林黃小玲

LAM ELIZA

205. 黎孔潔玉

HUNG KIT YUK

248. 林廣基

LAM JOHN

206. 孔張玉怡

HUNG NANCY

249. 林偉樑

LAM JOHNNY

207. 孔繁賢

HUNG RICK

250. 林梓賢

LAM JUSTIN

208. 孔祥蓮

HUNG ROSALIND

251. 林吳志欣

LAM KITTY

209. 葉家盈

IP ALICE

252. 林金枝

LAM MAY

210. 黃葉欣欣

IP BONNIE

253. 林譚潔儀

LAM MINDA

211.

JAVED SHAMIM

254. 林耀明

LAM PAUL

212. 蔣珊

JIANG ANNA

255. 林家愉

LAM THERESA

213. 江建鳳

JIANG BECKY

256. 劉樂賢

LAU AGNES

214. 蔣安安

JIANG GINA

257. 劉余潔珍

LAU CECILIA

152. 馮靜嫻

158. 關樂樂

GUAN DOROTHY

159. 關茅雲鳳

GUAN FANDY

160. 管潤燕

GUAN JESSICA

161. 關濤

GUAN TAO

162. 郭璇

GUO ALICE

163. 郭晨

GUO CHEN

164. 郭立本

GUO LI BEN

165. 候兆發

HAU RICHARD

166. 何展欣

HO ABBY

167. 何其宇

HO CHARLES

168. 何吳倩怡

HO CINI

169. 何穎賢

HO FENNIE

170. 何陳素娥

HO HELEN

171. 何匡一

HO HENRY
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344. 盧翰亮

LO JANTZEN, CHUN
SING
LO JONATHAN

345. 盧家榮

LO KELVIN

346. 盧麗華

LO LAI-WAH (AGNES)

347. 盧莊靜雲

LO LOLITA

348. 蔡珮君

LOK ALICE

349. 駱惠儀

LOK BEGONIA, WAI-YI

350. 駱詩嘉

LOK BONNIE

351. 駱健雄

LOK JASON

352. 卢爱玉

LU AI YU

353. 路麗欣

LU LUCY

354. 陸萍

LU PING

355. 陆松

LU SONG

356. 雷永寧

LUI MICHAEL

357. 呂頌恩

LUI REBECCA

358. 呂國華

LUI TOMMY

359. 陸思祈

LUK EMILY

360. 陸曾若斯

LUK ESTHER

361. 陸偉業

LUK HENRY

362.

MA DENNIS

363. 馬素英

MA JOSEPHINE

364. 馬樂雯

MA KYLIE LOK MAN

365. 馬國輝

MA PATRICK

366. 余景婷

MA TERESA

367. 馬凌斯琪

MAH CINDY

368. 馬天俊

MAH JOHN

369. 文繼志

MAN TONY

370. 孟鈺富

MANG JAMES

371. 孟昭揚

MANG JOSEPH

372. 孟陳美玲

MANG WENDY

373. 繆沛涵

MIU EDDIE

374. 繆汪麗珍

MIU LAI JUN

375. 莫柯翠媚

MOK SANDRA

376. 莫偉雄

MOK SIMON

377. 吳朗翹

NG CECIL

378. 吳海琦

NG CHERRY

379. 伍盧麗珊

NG CONNIE

380. 吳詠詩

NG DAPHNE

381. 吳春明

NG DENNY

382. 伍仕祥

NG ESMOND

LO ATRON

383. 吳何憲媚

NG ESTHER

341. 盧崇基

LO BENJAMIN

384. 黃伍鳳嫻

NG FAN HAN

342. 羅郭婉冰

LO CELIA

385. 吳子心

NG JOSHUA

258. 劉卓弘

LAU JONATHAN

300. 梁耀昌

LEUNG YUI CHEONG

259. 劉路加

LAU LUKE

301. 李怡

LI AMY

260. 劉家銳

LAU PETER

302. 利秀梅

LI CINDY

261. 劉倩衡

LAU REBECCA

303. 李葉雪薇

LI DEBBIE

262. 劉學基

LAU RICKY

304. 李雋妍

LI GINNY

263. 郭羅女

LAW NUI

305. 李漢燊

LI HON SUN

264. 羅修德

LAW SHAU TAK

306. 李瑤杰

LI JASON

265. 李國強

LEE ALBERT

307. 李郭婉嫻

LI JOYCE

266. 李傳恩

LEE DANIEL

308. 李蘭元

LI JUDY

267. 李劉美珍

LEE FAITH

309. 李瑤雪

LI KELLY

268. 李廖曼妮

LEE JEANNETTE

310. 李耀均

LI KENNETH

269. 李恩鉻

LEE JOSEPH

311. 勵立

LI LILY

270. 李錦榮

LEE KAM WING

312. 李萍锳

LI MAUREEN

271. 李黃美華

LEE KARA

313. 李幸桓

LI MICHELLE, XINGHUAN

272.

314. 李曉光

LI SEAN

315. 李昇平

LI SHENG PING

274. 李陳美玲

LEE LINDA
LEE MARIA, CHOI LAI
KUM
LEE MAY LING

316. 李小娟

LI XIAO JUAN

275. 李麗珠

LEE NANCY

317. 梁電

LIANG DANIEL

276. 李穎欣

LEE PRISCILLA

318. 梁東鳳

LIANG DONG FENG

277. 李思義

LEE SAM

319. 梁祈

LIANG KAITLAN

278. 李煒國

LEE WAYNE

320. 梁伶

LIANG LING

279. 李樓月燕

LEE YUET YIN

321. 梁錦标

LIANG WILLIAM

280. 黎靜芬

LEIGH GRACE

322. 林岑敏兒

LIM ANGELICA

281. 梁浩明

LEUNG ALVIN

323. 林燕菁

LIM LORRAINE

282. 梁啓深

LEUNG ANDREW

324. 林約翰

LIM YORK

283. 梁澤霖

LEUNG ANDY C L

325. 林暉

LIN HUI

284. 梁文傑

LEUNG ANDY M K

326. 林孫美珠

LIN MEI

285. 梁志明

LEUNG B (CHI MING)

327. 林桂璋

LIN PAUL

286. 梁陳穎娜

LEUNG BETTY

328. 林碧貞

LIN PI-CHEN

287. 梁穎澔

LEUNG CHRISTOPHER

329. 凌李潔鍈

LING CARDINALE

288. 梁黃麗芳

LEUNG CONNIE

330. 林芮雅

LING ISABELLA

289. 梁家玲

LEUNG ELISA KAR LING

331. 凌興堂

LING SIMON

290. 梁思狄

LEUNG JASON

332. 劉春紅

LIU JENNIFER

291. 梁國基

LEUNG KEVIN

333. 劉煥凱

LIU KENNETH

292. 梁陳潔儀

334. 刘玲玲

LIU LING LING

335. 薛刘秋兰

LIU NANCY

336. 劉奇林

LIU QI LIN

294. 梁灝程

LEUNG KITTY
LEUNG LEONARD CHI
KEUNG
LEUNG MATTHEW

337. 廖子軒

295. 梁淑珍

LEUNG RUBY

339. 刘玉华

LIU SAMUEL
LIU STEPHEN GUAN
ZHONG
LIU YU HUA

340. 羅偉昌

273. 蔡禮琴

293. 梁志強

296. 梁瑞玲

LEUNG SHIRLEY

297. 梁趙婉婷

LEUNG TERESA

298. 梁錦波

LEUNG TOMY

299. 梁鳳堅

LEUNG WENDY

338. 刘貫中
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386. 吳祖翹

NG JOYCE

429. 岑梁玉儀

SHUM MABEL

472. 杜迎安

TO PEONY

387. 伍羅麗琼

NG LAI KING

430. 岑陳惠群

SIEM AMY

473. 沈蘇麗卿

TO WINNIE

388. 黃吳麗玉

NG MICHELLE

431. 岑庭傑

SIEM MARCOS

474. 湯君臨

TONG DOMINIC

389. 吳偉基

NG RICKY

432. 薛梁翠雲

SIT GLADYS

475. 唐志高

TONG MARTIN

390. 吳國強

NG RUDOLF

433. 薛智樂

SIT JEFFREY

476. 唐余旭鷗

TONG OLIFA

391. 吳江靜文

NG SYLIA

434. 薛偉明

SIT WILLIAM

477. 湯紹強

TONG RAYMOND

392.

NGUYEN PHI

435. 司徒子均

SITO PETER

478. 湯張怡

TONG REBECCA

393. 聶建民

NIP BEN

436. 蕭文威

SIU MAN WAI

479.

TRAN SALLY

394. 白振熊

PAK HILBERT

437. 蘇譚月玲

SO ANESSA

480. 鄭鳳

TRUONG ADA

395. 包美珍

PAU PAULINE

438. 蘇定禧

SO JAN TING HEI

481. 張明雄

TRUONG MIHN HUNG

396. 范蔡英

PHAM HA ANH

439.

SORIANO JONATHAN

482. 蔡王艷萍

TSAI MICHELLE

397. 馮劉惠玲

PHUNG LINDA

440.

SORIANO MARIA

483. 蔡鴻志

TSAI PAUL

398. 馮家成

PHUNG THANH

441. 苏盛博

SU JAMES

484. 曾衍雯

TSANG CYNTHIA

399. 布錫權

442. 蘇平

SU PING

485. 曾民超

TSANG JACKSON

443. 蘇紫英

SU ZIYANG

486. 曾嘉蕙

TSANG KARLY

401. 潘高惠儀

PO SIK KUEN
PO CHEUK SIN HAR,
QUEENIE
POON ANNA

444. 孫佳敏

SUN JIA MIN

487. 曾煥新

TSANG MARTIN

402.

POON BRIAN

445. 孫江紅

SUN KAREN

488. 曾紹強

TSANG NIKCO

403. 潘穎心

POON MELISSA

446. 孫肖雅

SUN XIAOYA

489. 曾羅愉園

TSANG PATRICIA

404. 潘薛愛影

POON OI YING

447. 宋明慧

SUNG ELAINE

490. 曾李美雲

TSANG REBECCA

405. 潘樂賢

POON PHILIP

448. 宋陳賽珠

SUNG JUNE

491. 曾嘉浩

TSANG RICKS

406. 鮑福群

PYLES FRANKLIN

449. 施麗珍

SZE ANN, LAI CHUN

492. 曾靜雯

TSANG SARAH

407.

PYLES GAY

450. 施忠仁

SZE CHUNG YAN

493. 曾李笑儀

TSANG STELLA

408. 喬毅

QIAO DAVID

451. 施周雪玲

SZE SHIRLEY

494. 謝周秀容

TSE HEIDI

409. 白子河

QIN DUSTIN

452. 戴何玉蘭

TAI ALICE

495. 謝錦鴻

TSE MICHAEL

410. 邱国兵

QIU GUOBING

453. 戴順鴻

TAI DICKEN

496. 謝慕貞

TSE MO CHING

411. 關麗紅

QUAN CHERRI

454. 戴浩光

TAI MATTHEW

497. 謝啓恩

TSE VANIA

412. 關郭麗娟

QUAN ERICA

455. 譚麗卿

TAM WINNIE

498. 曹譚劍伶

TSO ALICE

413. 關漢泉

QUAN NAM

456. 湯悅

TANG ESTHER

499. 曹海珊

TSO ISABELLA

414.

RAI SHATEESH

457. 鄧美姬

TANG MEGAN

500. 董蓉仙

TSO TERI

458. 鄧國明

TANG STANLEY

501. 袁曦彤

UN HILDA

459. 鄧德誠

TANG STEVEN

502. 黃一安

VONG JIMMY

460. 鄭俊銘

TEY DANIEL

503. 王佩琪

VUONG BETTY

461. 閻姿瑾

TEY GINGER

504. 王岚

WANG GRACE

462. 蔡家榮

THAI KEVIN

505. 王建秋

WANG JENNY

463. 田霖

TIAN LIN

506. 王英佳

WANG JENNY

464. 田沛恩

TIN IRENA

507. 王月鵬

WANG PENNY

465. 田國樑

TIN LANCELOT

508. 汪永銘

WANG RIMMER

466. 丁怡

TING ANGELA

509. 黃建文

467. 杜光豪

TO ALEX

510. 黃余杏芳

468. 杜豫曦

TO DANIEL
TO GRACE

511. 王李靜彤

469. 杜歐麗梅

WONG ALBERT
WONG ANNE HANGFONG
WONG ANNIE

TO HELEN

512. 黃標林

470. 杜伊娜

WONG BILL

TO JANET

513. 黃淑兒

471. 杜迎君

WONG BIRY

514. 黃仕湛

WONG CALVIN

400. 布卓倩霞

415. 單岷

SHAN JEFFERY

416. 單訓英

SHAN SUSAN

417. 沈嘉浩

SHEN KEVIN

418. 盛峰

SHENG FRANK

419. 常國柱

SHEUNG PAUL

420. 常詠恩

SHEUNG VIVIAN

421. 石龍

SHI LISA

422. 沈茵婷

SHUM ANICA

423. 岑百川

SHUM BARNEY

424. 沈朱小燕

SHUM CINDY

425. 岑仲銘

SHUM HAYMAN

426. 沈茵婧

SHUM JOSETTA

427. 沈健民

SHUM KENNETH

428. 岑樂羚

SHUM LORRAINE
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515. 黃文穎

WONG CATHERINE

558. 田嚴安

YAN ANN

601. 余藹民

YU HERMAN

516. 黃杜金麗

WONG CHRISTINE

559. 嚴家梅

YAN JIAMEI

602. 余紅

YU HONG

517. 黃佩珊

WONG CLAUDIA

560. 楊春

YANG CHUN

603. 余嘉恩

YU MAGGIE

518. 黃道恩

WONG DAISY

561. 楊雪瑛

YANG PAULA

604. 余雪梅

YU MEI

519. 黃劉愛玲

WONG ELAINE

562. 楊銳

YANG RICHARD

605. 余梁慕淑

YU MIRANDA

520. 黃仲良

563. 杨伊杨

YANG SARAH

606. 余易蕙芝

YU SUSAN

564. 楊欣越

YANG SHERRY

607. 葉揚善

YU THOMSON

522. 黃雅儀

WONG FRANCIS C L
WONG GALLY, CHOKMING
WONG IRENE

565. 楊雪梅

YANG XUE MEI

608. 余國培

YU VICTOR

523. 黃樂恩

WONG JOYCE

566. 楊玉花

YANG YOLANDA YUHUA

609. 俞偉誠

YU WILSON

524. 王君耀

WONG KENNETH

567. 丘俊威

YAU JEFFREY

610. 余吳志潔

YUE SANDY

525. 黃梁麗娟

WONG MAGGIE L

568. 邱兆斌

YAU VINCENT

611. 余文興

YUE STEPHEN

569. 葉常青

YE CHANG QING

612. 袁錦受

YUEN BARRY

570. 葉嘉偉

YE DAVID

613. 袁劉美娟

571. 葉嘉誠

YE KEVIN

614. 袁淑華

572. 葉嘉麗

YE REBECCA

573. 葉楊慧华

YE ROSA

574. 葉嘉威

YE WILLY

521. 王作明

526. 黃文康

WONG MARC

527. 黃仕維

WONG PAUL

528. 黃麗玉

WONG PHOBE

529. 黄珮瑶

WONG POLLY

530. 黃琬淋

WONG RAEGAN

531. 黃琬珊

WONG REBECCA
WONG ROSETTA

575. 葉志峰

YE ZHI FENG

617. 張小惠

532. 黃霍美俞

YUEN DORIS
YUEN ESTHER, SUKWAH
YUNG AMY
YUNG KWOK PO
WALLACE
YUNG MARLENE (TIU)

WONG SAMSON

576. 葉沚蘭

YE ZHI LAN

618. 阮佩明

533. 黃耀財

YUNG VICTORIA

WONG SAU HING

577. 余子安

YEE CHI ON

619. 宋秦蓮娟

534. 黃張秀馨

ZEN LIAN CHUEN (SUNG)

535. 黃鍚標

WONG SHEK BIU

578. 余周美玉

YEE CHOW MEI YUK

620. 張慧芳

ZHANG HUI FANG

536. 黃陳淑慈

WONG SHELEEN

579. 余李曼貞

YEE JANE

621. 張昕蓉

ZHANG IRIS

WONG SO FAN

580. 楊詠詩

YEUNG AMANDA

622. 張銀芝

537. 黃陳素芬

ZHANG YIN ZHI

538. 黃郭倩宜

WONG SONIA

581. 楊紹基

YEUNG ANDERSON

623. 赵美文

ZHAO MEI WEN (MAY)

539. 黃柏基

WONG THOMAS

582. 楊杜伊霖

YEUNG ELIM, YEE LAM

624. 周玉娟

ZHOU AGNES

WONG TIFFANY

583. 楊曾瑞萍

YEUNG EMILY

625. 周建芬

540. 黃靜儀

ZHOU JENNIFER

541. 黃凱光

WONG TIM

584. 楊碧兒

YEUNG GRACE

626. 周愛群

ZHOU LISA

542. 陳黃華

WONG WAH

585. 丘俊威

YEUNG JEFFREY

627. 朱愛敏

ZHU AIMIN

543. 黄祥舜

WONG WESLEY

586. 楊羅雁容

YEUNG JESSICA

628. 竺新能

ZHU JAMES, XIN NENG

544. 黃沃波

WONG YUK BOR

587. 楊嘉儀

YEUNG KAREN

629. 朱明英

ZHU JULIA MING YING

WU AMANDA

588. 楊漢斌

YEUNG PAUL

630. 諸麗貞

545. 吳凱乾

ZHU LI ZHEN

546. 胡安淇

WU ANGIE

589. 楊張蘊堅

YEUNG SABRINA

547. 吴兵

WU BING

590. 楊兆開

YEUNG SIU-HOI

548. 吴凯雯

WU CINDY

591. 易鄧笑薇

YIK AMY

WU CORRINA

592. 易錦初

YIK KEVIN

550. 吳奕亮

WU DAVID

593. 葉國輝

YIP GARY

551. 胡保鋒

WU HUGO

594. 葉薛碧珍

YIP JENNIFER

WU MAGGIE

595. 余月珠

YU AGNES

553.

WU PATRICK

596. 余秉文

YU ALEX

554. 胡業成

WU STANLEY

597. 余潤財

YU ANDREW

WU YA SUN

598. 余鄧肇東

YU CAROL

XIE WEI

599. 于善銘

YU DANIEL

XUE GEORGE

600. 余秉基

YU DAVID

549. 胡黃敏麗

552.

555.
556. 謝衛
557. 薛勇
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615. 翁楚雲
616. 翁國甫

統計篇

Statistics

Baby Dedication List
August 13, 2017

1

Name

Name of Parents

Gender

Date of Birth

Ana Tin Bou Lim

York & Angelica

F

March 10, 2017
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統計篇

Statistics

Baptism List
January 29, 2017
01 Pui Fong Kwok

05 Song Lu

02 Selina Chan

06 Mingying Zhu

03 Sonia Chan

07 Cindy Wu

04 Xiumei Li

July 30, 2017
01 Estella Chin

08 Paul Lam

02 Berta Fung

09 Kirsten Alejandrino

03 Isabella Ho

10 Gina Jiang

04 May La

11 Josetta Shum

05 Jason Chen

12 Isbella Tso

06 Xiang Kai Chen

13 Sarah Yang

07 Ai Yu Lu
October 22, 2017
01 Wendy Leung

December 24, 2017
01 Chow Tai Yee
02 Li Juan Jiang

02 Priscilla Lee

03 Justin Lam
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統計篇

Statistics

New Members List
January 29, 2017
01 Pui Fong Kwok

06

Polly Wong

02 Selina Chan

07

Xiumei Li

03 Sonia Chan

08

Song Lu

04 Wallace Yung

09

Mingying Zhu

05 Marlene Yung

10

Cindy Wu

July 30, 2017
01 Estella Chin

08 Paul Lam

02 Berta Fung

09 Kirsten Alejandrino

03 Isabella Ho

10 Gina Jiang

04 May La

11 Josetta Shum *

05 Jason Chen

12 Isbella Tso *

06 Xiang Kai Chen

13 Sarah Yang

07 Ai Yu Lu
October 22, 2017
01 Wendy Leung

02

Priscilla Lee

December 24, 2017
01 Li Juan Jiang

03

Alice Tsai

02 Justin Lam *

04

Jason Lok
(* Under age of 16 non-voting members)
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財務報告

Financial Report

Treasurer Report
Elder Richard Chan
“Bring the whole tithe into the storehouse, that there may be food in my house. Test me in this,”
says the LORD Almighty, “and see if I will not throw open the floodgates of heaven and pour
out so much blessings that you will not have room enough for it.” (Malachi 3:10)
Total offerings in 2017 were over $1 million, which exceeded $980,000 of 2016.
From the financial perspectives, there are a few things that are worth mentioning:
(1) We increased our donations to C&MA Global Advance Fund, C&MA church planting, and
CCACA church planting, C&MA CCD Operating fund, from a total of 12.9% to 18%
starting in the month of September 2017.
(2) We made a one-time payment to pay off the mortgage loan of the Education Wing in the
month of May 2017.
(3) We have put the excess cash surplus of $200,000 into a one-year GIC in the month of
December. This is on top of the term deposit of $150,000 we already have, making a total
cash reserve of $350,000.
(4) We have worked with the maintenance work group on the capital expenditures of 2018. As
the church buildings are ageing, we are working to come up with a capital project plan for the
next 2 - 3 years.
(5) For the Refugee Ministry, the Awasi family of four arrived in Mississauga in late October.
Funds from the restricted fund for the refugee sponsorship has been utilized.
I am grateful to the co-workers who are faithfully serving in the Finance ministry. Here are the
names and their work:
Grace To, Heidi Chu (Administrators); Elaine Wong (Payroll); Annie Wong (offerings)
4 offering count teams:
Team 1 – Mandy Chan, Helen To, Rimmer/Grace Wang, Pan Cheung, Michael Lui, Wing Lee
Team 2 – Li Hon Sun, Christian Leung, Liza Kwan, Mei Thai, Ann Li, Kevin Yik
Team 3 – Andy Leung, Teresa Leung, Martin Tsang, Anita Ip, John Lam, Jeffrey Yau
Team 4 – Arthur Fan, Phillip Poon, Anna Poon, Angela Fan, David Cheung
After serving a number of years in the ministry, Annie Wong decided to leave the ministry at the
end of 2017. Praise to the Lord! We have a potential candidate who is willing to serve as the
Assistant to the Treasurer. This will happen in a few months as she is taking maternity leave at
the moment.
The offering count teams are still looking for 2 to 3 new members. Please take note the ministry
is for all MCAC. Currently, all the count team members are from the Cantonese congregation,
and I pray and encourage brothers and sisters from the English as well as the Mandarin
congregation to consider joining the count teams.
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PAK L. MING CA

Tel.: (905) 479-3335

PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

Fax: (905) 479-3942

80 Acadia Ave., #205, Markham, Ontario Canada L3R 9V1

E-mail: pakming@pakming.ca

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Members of Mississauga Chinese Alliance Church
I have audited the accompanying financial statements of Mississauga Chinese Alliance
Church ("the Church"), which comprise the statements of financial position as at December
31, 2017, the statements of operations, changes in fund balances and cash flows for the
years then ended.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial
statements in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit
organizations, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on my
audits. I conducted my audits in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that I comply with ethical requirements and plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained in my audits is sufficient and appropriate
to provide a basis for my audit opinion.
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PAK L. MING CA

Tel.: (905) 479-3335

PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

Fax: (905) 479-3942

80 Acadia Ave., #205, Markham, Ontario Canada L3R 9V1

E-mail: pakming@pakming.ca

Basis for Qualified Opinion
In common with many not-for-profit organizations, the Church derives revenue from
offering, the completeness of which is not susceptible to satisfactory audit verification.
Accordingly, verification of these revenues was limited to the amounts recorded in the
records of the Church. Therefore, I was not able to determine whether any adjustments
might be necessary to offering revenue, excess of revenues over expenditures, and cash
flows from operations for the year ended December 31, 2017, current assets and fund
balances as at December 31, 2017.
Qualified Opinion
In my opinion, except for the possible effects of the matter described in the Basis for
Qualified Opinion paragraph, the financial statements present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Church as at December 31, 2017, and the results of
its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Pak L. Ming CA Professional Corporation
Authorized to practice public accounting by
The Chartered Professional Accountants of Ontario
Markham, Ontario
February 17, 2017
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Mississauga Chinese Alliance Church
statement of Financial Position
As at December 31, 2017
2017

2016

Note

Current Assets
Cash and bank
Deposits and Prepayments
G S T / H S T receivables
Total Current Assets

$

Property. Plant and Equipment

634,547
250
9,962
644,759

$

23,961
522,368
2,843,394

2,659,370

Total Assets

498,407

$

3,304,129

$

3,365,762

$

32,432
7,593

$

7,774
4,936
95,501
108,211

Current Liabilities
Payables and Accruals
Payroll deductions payable
Current portion of long-term liability
Total Current Liabilities

40,025

Lonq Term Liability

-

Bank Term Loan
Less: current portion included above
Total Long Term Liability

95,501
95,501

-

-

Total Liabilities

108,211

40,025

Members' Funds
Operating Fund
Theology Education Fund
Mission Fund
Fixed Assets Group
Education Wing Fund
Total Funds

1,523,325
4,110
83,119
2,659,370
(1,005,820)
3,264,104

Total Liabilities and Members' Funds

$

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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3,304,129

1,358,083
4,110
96,893
2,843,394
(1,044,929)
3,257,551
$

3,365,762

2b, 3

Mississauga Chinese Alliance Church
Statement of Operations
Year Ended December 31, 2017
2017

2016

Note

Revenue
Offering

- General
- Mission
- Education Wing
- Miscellaneous

$

Sundry Income

Total Revenue

799,074
157,320
39,109
7,022
1,590
1,004,115

$

734,021
149,502
97,305
291
1,800
982,919

Expenditures
Staff &
Administration

Salaries, Benefits and Internship
Staff Development and Conference
Administration and Advertising

438,304
7,363
22,043
467,710

348,349
6,050
24,796
379,195

Ministries

Leadership training
Evangelistic and Outreach
Fellowships and Small Groups
Christian Education
Children Ministry
Visitation and Caring
Worship Expenses
Annual and Special Events

2,686
7,061
1,097
5,795
7,292
2,662
7,250
1,500
35,343

2,326
3,089
1,197
7,166
4,721
1,409
13,456
3,603
36,967

Building Related

Utilities and Building Maintenance
Interest and Bank Charges

107,286
4,411
111,697

101,388
10,381
111,769

Mission &
Donations

Mission Expenses
External Donations

43,142
127,952
171,094

2,898
94,688
97,586

Other

Amortization
GST/HST Paid
Insurance
Audit fee

193,325
4,495
10,998
2,900
211,718

193,270
7,855
15,618
2,900
219,643

997,562

845,160

Total Expenditures

Excess of Revenue over Expenditures

$

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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6,553

$

137,759

6

4

3

Mississauga Chinese Alliance Church
Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
Year Ended December 31, 2017

Funds
Unrestricted Funds
Operating
Theology Education

Internally Restricted Funds
Mission
Fixed Assets Group
Education Wing

Total

Balance as at
Jan 1, 2017

$ 1,358,083

Surplus/
(Deficit)

$

(18,782)

4,110

-

1,362,193

(18,782)

96,893

(13,774)

2,843,394

-

(1,044,929)

39,109

1,895,358

25,335

$ 3,257,551

$

$

6,553

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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Transfer

Balance as at
Dec 31, 2017

184,024

$ 1,523,325

184,024

(184,024)
(184,024)
$

-

4,110
1,527,435

83,119
2,659,370
(1,005,820)
1,736,669
$ 3,264,104

Note

Mississauga Chinese Alliance Church
Statement of Cash Flows
Year Ended December 31, 2017
2017

2016

Operating Activities
Excess of revenue over expenditure
Add: Item not requiring an outlay of cash
Amortization

$

Changes in Non-Cash Working Capital
Deposits and Prepayments
GST/HST receivables
Payables and Accruals
Payroll deductions payable

Cash Flows from Operations

6,553

$

137,759

193,325
199,878

193,270
331,029

(250)
13,999
24,658
2,657
240,942

(13,306)
(30,585)
1,041
288,179

(95,501)

(290,000)

(9,301)

(28,939)

Financing Activity
Bank Term Loan

Investing Activity
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash

136,140

(30,760)

Cash at Beginning of Year

498,407

529,167

Cash at End of Year

$

634,547

$

498,407

$

634,547

$

498,407

Cash at End of Year is represented by:
Cash and bank

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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Mississauga Chinese Alliance Church
Notes to the Financial Statements
Year ended December 31, 2017

1.

The Church
The Church is one of the local churches of the Christian and Missionary Alliance in Canada and
commenced activities in 1989.

2.

Significant Accounting Policies
The financial statements were prepared in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit
organizations, and include the following significant accounting policies:
(a) Fund accounting
The Church follows the restricted fund method of accounting for offerings.
(b) Property, Plant and Equipment and Amortization
All property, plant and equipment are initially recorded at cost. Amortization is provided on the basis
and at the rate set out below. Normal maintenance and repair expenditures are expensed as incurred.
Assets
Building
Equipment and Furniture

Amortization basis
Straight line
Straight line

Rate
4%
25%

(c) Revenue recognition
Offerings are included in revenue when received by the Church.
(d) Donated services
Volunteer and other services are contributed in carrying out the services of the Church. Because of the
difficulty of determining their fair value, contributed services are not recognized in the financial
statements.
(e) Financial instruments
The Church initially measures its financial assets and liabilities at fair value and subsequently at cost or
amortized cost. Changes in the fair value of these financial instruments are recognized in excess of
revenue over expenditures in the period incurred.
(f)

Use of estimates
The preparation of financial statements in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-forprofit organizations requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported
amounts of assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported amounts of
revenue and expenditures during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from management's
best estimates as additional information becomes available in the future.
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Mississauga Chinese Alliance Church
Notes to the Financial Statements
Year ended December 31, 2017

3.

Property, Plant and Equipment

Cost
At January 1, 2017
Addition
At December 31, 2017

$

Accumulated Amortization
At January 1, 2017
Charge for the year
At December 31, 2017

4.

Land

Building

747,583
747,583

$ 4,721,052
3,743
4,724,795

-

Equipment &
Furniture
$

2,629,571
188,879
2,818,450

385,685
5,558
391,243

$ 5,854,320
9,301
5,863,621

381,355
4,446
385,801

3,010,926
193,325
3,204,251

Net Book Value
At January 1, 2017

$

747,583

$ 2,091,481

$

4,330

$ 2,843,394

At December 31, 2017

$

747,583

$ 1,906,345

$

5,442

$ 2,659,370

External Donations
Global Advance Fund
C & M A East & Central Canadian District
C & M A - Seamless Link
The Canadian Chinese Alliance Church Committee

$

$
5.

Total

2017
73,111
29,656
7,036
18,149
127,952

$

$

2016
62,392
19,818
12,478
94,688

Financial Instruments
The Church's financial instruments consists of cash and bank, GST/HST receivable, payables and
accruals, payroll deductions payable and bank term loan.
It is management's opinion that the Church is not exposed to significant interest rate, currency or credit
risks arising from its financial instruments. The fair value of these financial instruments approximates their
carrying value due to their short-term maturity or capability of prompt liquidation.

6.

Employee Future Benefits
All full-time employees of the Church are required to join the Alliance Retiral Fund, a registered pension
plan administered by the Christian and Missionary Alliance in Canada. The pension plan is a defined
contribution plan, to which the employees are required to contribute 5% of their salaries and the Church is
required to contribute a matching 5%.
The Church's contribution to the plan for the year is $12,280 (2016 - $10,752).
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剪影集

Memories

Alpha
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剪影集

Memories
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剪影集

Memories
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剪影集

Memories

Grace Melodia
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剪影集

Memories

Caroling
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剪影集

Memories

Baptism, Christmas Eve
\
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